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Abstract
Magnetic bearing systems have received much attention in the research community
for the past decades. Its inherent nonlinearity and open-loop instability present chal-
lenges for controller design. This thesis investigates and designs model predictive
control (MPC) systems for an experimental Active Magnetic Bearing (AMB) labo-
ratory system. A host-target development environment of real-time control system
with hardware in the loop (HIL) is used for implementation of the predictive control
systems. In this thesis, both continuous and discrete time model predictive controllers
are studied. In the rst stage, local MPC controllers are applied to control the AMB
system; and in the second stage, concept of supervisory controller design is then in-
vestigated and implemented.
Contributions of the thesis are summarized as follows.
 A Discrete time Model Predictive Controller has been developed and applied to
the active magnetic bearing system.
 A Continuous time Model Predictive Controller has been developed and applied
to the active magnetic bearing system.
 A frequency domain identication method using frequency sampling lter models
(FSF) has been applied to pursue model identication with respect to local MPC and
magnetic bearing plant.
 A supervisory control strategy has been applied to pursue a two stage model
predictive control of active magnetic bearing system.
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This chapter begins with the description of an Active Magnetic Bearing (AMB) system
and the supervisory control strategy that uses the model predictive control (MPC)
design as the enabling core. Motivation for this research work and the summary of
contributions, as well as literature reviews are presented to give the reader an overall
picture of the research covered in this thesis. Finally, the chapter closes with an outline
of the thesis.
1.1 System description
1.1.1 Active Magnetic Bearing system
Active Magnetic Bearing (AMB) has received considerable research attention for the
past decades ([5] [38] [52] [53] [54] [43] etc.). Due to its magnetic levitation quality, it
permits relative motion without friction or wear, and run without lubrication at high
speed. This provides reliability in operations, keeps maintenance costs low, and also
extends equipments life cycle. Active Magnetic Bearing has potential for its applica-
tion to a variety of products such as turbomolecular vacuum pumps, ywheel energy
storage systems, and other high speed rotating machinery. Hence, it has superseded
the conventional mechanical bearings and become the latest in technology.
A typical AMB system comprises of a ferromagnetic rotor in the center surrounded
by a number of electromagnets. When electrical current is supplied to electromagnets,
the rotor levitates and rotates at high speed. The gap between the rotor and the
surrounding electromagnets is typically in the scale of tenths of a millimeter which
is already e¤ective to provide the contact-free operation for the bearing. With this
critical property, the AMB opens up the possibilities to design new machines with




to the traditional mechanical bearing of which the rotational speed is limited by the
strength of the material and thermal dynamics issues due to friction. As studied in
[38], if some special materials in use are, for example, amorphous metals which can
both sustain high stresses and keep soft-magnetic properties, a rotational speed as
high as 350m/s is achievable. Its energy losses at high rotational speed are especially
5 times to 20 times smaller than conventional bearing.
Due to a number of factors such as electromagnetic forces, state and control con-
straints, as well as electrical characteristics of the power-supply actuator unit, etc.
[14], the magnetic bearing system strongly nonlinear and inherently open-loop unsta-
ble. Therefore, the controller design plays a central role in achieving high performance
of the system. Active control to the AMB system requires to construct a high per-
formance, real-time feedback controller to stabilize and control the suspended rotor.
This control design problem is usually quite complicated.
Due to its complexity, the magnetic bearing is expensive for mass production.
Nevertheless, with the new breakthrough on material industry, it promises the massive
application of magnetic bearing systems in near future. This, however, requires new
knowledge which may not be available in the existing mechanical engineering industry.
As discussed earlier, since AMB system is essentially unstable, some critical issues such
as safety, reliability and energy consumption call for further research to look into.
1.1.2 Supervisory control
Most applications of model predictive control are currently dedicated to single respec-
tive plant. However, there are quite a number of industry applications which consists
of several subsystems. These subsystems can be independent to each other, or coupled
(linked) to some extent for information sharing. Such kind of systems are referred as
distributed systems
Supervisory control with model predictive control (MPC) has been studied by
J.B.Rawlings and his colleagues ([2]-[4]). In this structure (Figure 1.1), the communi-
cator on the top level represents a organizing unit, or, supervisory unit which governs
the subsystems under study with the local model predictive controllers. It receives and
processes the information from local controllers, then feed them back via a common
information links.
Model predictive control (MPC) of a complex process can be decomposed into
controlling of several lower-level systems ([6],[7]). In this thesis, constrained model
predictive control of an open-loop unstable plant with quadratic programming is de-
composed into two-level subsystems. The lower level is the internal loop, which is used
to simply stabilize the plant, while the higher level serves as supervisory control unit.
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The supervisory predictive control unit in the outer loop operates with a much lower
sampling interval, and a quadratic programming method can be applied to regulate
the lower level subsystems performance.
In this way, the model required in supervisory level covers the identication of
both the plant and its controller. In the present study, this is obtained by using
the Frequency Sampling Filter (FSF) based identication method ([25]).In the future
research, for a distributed system, identication method will be pushed forward to
obtain the interaction between di¤erent subsystems. For the future study, this can be
realized by the introduction of additional magnetic bearing plants.
1.2 Literature Review
This section covers the topics of the recent research on di¤erent control strategies
applied to magnetic bearing systems and the concepts of model predictive control,
frequency domain identication using FSF.
Control strategy
Since the rst application of magnetic bearing in industry, there have been various
control solutions covering issues about robust, adaptive, linear quadratic, fuzzy logic
and nonlinear controls.
The linear controllers are easy to be applied to Active Magnetic Bearing because
of the abundant theory of linear systems. Linear controls are based on linear models,
which are derived from equilibrium points of nonlinear systems. However, if the oper-
ation points deviate from the corresponding equilibrium points, the quality of linear
models will deteriorate dramatically. Therefore, in order to achieve consistent perfor-
mance of the systems, controllers need to have ability to compensate for the nonlinear
dynamics. Trumper [37] applied the feedback linearization to a one degree-of-freedom
(DOF) magnetic bearing system, and algebraically got the global linear model from
its original nonlinear system. And, PID controller was applied to the system. In the
research of Je¤ery[43], nonlinear model of a voltage-controlled single degree-of-freedom
(DOF) active magnetic bearing system was obtained by combining both analytic model
and identied model from experimental data. And, feedback linearization controller
was designed for this system. There was also a comparison included, between measured
open-loop transfer function and the system with linearization controller to illustrate
the e¤ectiveness of feedback linearization for this magnetic system. Abdelfatah[41]
discussed the nonlinear gyroscopic oscillation generated by the high speed rotation. In
the analysis, the nonlinear model is generated in the form of state space, with airgap
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ux, gap displacement and rotation speed as state variables. A linear model was ob-
tained by linearizing the nonlinear state space model around the equilibrium of zero
rotation speed.
Another issue is the mismatch between mathematical model and real plant, because
the model in use is not precise enough to describe all nonlinear e¤ects. However, in
engineering project, the cost to apply a large scale and complex model covering all
nonlinearity in controller design is di¢ cult to justify. With intensive research on
Active Magnetic Bearing system, many research groups are searching for the solutions
to achieve satisfactory performance with low cost on the issue of the modelling of
magnetic bearing system. There are many literatures take robust performance into
account with nonlinear control strategies.
G.R.Duan[52] [53] investigated the robust stabilization of a current-controlled AMB
to support a high-speed energy storage ywheel. The dynamics of AMB rotor at sin-
gle end can be described by a second order model with parameters all in di¤erent
intervals instead of xed value, which is called linear interval system model. The rest
of the unmodeled dynamics are granted as system disturbances. However, the con-
trollers require velocity feeback, which is di¢ cult to measure. In order to avoid using
the measurement of velocity signal, a dynamic compensator which uses only rotor
position signals has been designed. Z.J.Yang [54] investigated the position tracking
problem of the voltage-controlled Active Magnetic Bearing system with consideration
of model physical parameter uncertainties. The model of Active Magnetic Bearing
system was processed as a third order nonlinear model. A robust nonlinear controller
was designed to achieve better position tracking performance. Dynamic surface con-
trol and coordinate transform was investigated to convert the original system into a
linear system so that controller sythesis could be simple. Jef [43] took in an evident
cause of model uncertainty for voltage-controlled magnetic bearing system, the coil re-
sistance variations with temperature. This uncertainty was found by investigating the
discrepancy between the measured transfer function and theoretical transfer function
after linearization. A small mismatch between the actual value and the value in model
can produce large discrepancy in low frequency region. Ting-Jen Yeh and Ying-Jer
Chung [55] proposed a sliding control scheme for the magnetic bearing system. How-
ever, compared with the modelling methodology of [52] [53], this model covered more
details, not only the description of electromagnetic interaction, but also ux leakage,
fringing ux and nite core permanence.
Adaptive control has been widely applied to Active Magnetic Bearing systems.
Gang Tao [50] applied adaptive estimation on a structure of symmetric balance beam
using magnetic bearing to pursue a more precise model. They proposed a least squares
online parameter estimation method. From their concept, the parameters of magnetic
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bearing system to be identied can be allocated into two categories: constant para-
meters, which can be identied in the rst several recursions when starting adaptive
control, or even pre-identied o¤-line; time dependent parameters, which requires
consistent adaptive estimation on-line. In order to perform adaptive control, G.Tao
proposed that the beam of magnetic bearing system should be levitated rst and then
perform adaptive estimation of parameters online. Behal and his group [42] made a
breakthrough on nonlinear control of AMB for unknown sinusoidal disturbance rejec-
tion. By designing a set of linear lters, standard adaptive control could be adopted
to compensate for the e¤ects of unknown sinusoidal disturbances. Considering the
slowly varying disturbance frequency, a least squares prediction error based update
law for adaptive control was designed to guarantee the identied parameter conver-
gence. Beale[45] also applied adaptive control for autobalancing of the high speed
rotating rotor.
Some research groups also studied intelligent control to deal with system uncer-
tainty. The unbalance of rotor is the most evident system uncertainty, however, it is
not easy to model it mathematically. C.Bi[48] proposed to use an intelligent method
for their current-controlled magnetic bearing system, automatic learning control, to
eliminate the unbalanced e¤ects. They also brought in some concepts from adaptive
control, such as gain-scheduling to combine with automatic learning control. An ef-
fective learning algorithm had been applied to reduce the cost of computation and
memory size. The learning control also brings in the advantage that when magnetic
bearing system makes slow switches from one operation speed to another, the unbal-
anced uncertainty will not cause system to collapse. John[40] tend to use fuzzy logic
to improve the system performance. Fuzzy logic is used to adjust the linear control
signals so that the nonlinear e¤ects can be better compensated. Instead of a precise
model approach, the relations between air gap, magnetic force and coil current was
formulated by the principle of fuzzy logic. Sung-Kyung Hong[46] designed a fuzzy
logic according to TSK (TakagiSugenoKang) model fuzzy nonlinear control to coun-
teract the inherent sensitivity due to rotor displacement. A robust controller was also
designed operating with the fuzzy logic to compensate for the model uncertainties
Energy consumption of Magnetic Bearing is also a critical issue especially for appli-
cation in aerospace engineering. Daniel from NASA [49] investigated the relationship
between current in coils and the magnetic force generated, which can be linearized
by adding in a bias control current. However, with the presence of bias current, the
power consumption is also increased. In order to reduce the power cost when no load
on magnetic bearing, they proposed to apply adaptive variable bias current to the
system. The adaptive algorithm has been realized using a PD controller, and power
consumption was successfully reduced. In order to reduce the speed-synchronous cur-
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rent of active magnetic bearing system, Felix [44] proposed a gain scheduled adaptive
control for the signicant reduction of bearing current.
Model Predictive Controller
Model Predictive Control (MPC) has a long history in the eld of control engineering,
and has received on-going interest from both industry and universities. Current MPC
can be categorized into three branches: MPC algorithm based on step-response model,
which is also called Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC); MPC algorithm based on transfer
function, the Generalized Predictive Control (GPC); and the MPC design based on
state space model. In the MPC design using state space model, we also have two
categories: one is to generate the control signal directly, the other one is to generate
the increment of control signal. In this thesis, MPC algorithm is formulated in the
velocity form using state space equations.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) refers to a class of algorithms that compute the
trajectory of control variables to optimize the future behavior of the plant. This class
of algorithm has been developed since 1970s and quickly received wide application in
industry. The application of MPC in process industry can be found ([88], [87], [86],
[85]). For the three major approach of MPC included above, the di¤erence between
is the model requirements. In the most earlier time, the MPC was formulated using
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) model and Step Response model. By using FIR and
Step Response models, engineer can have a transparent understanding of process delay,
response time, and gain of the process, however, the model order can be very large,
usually between 30 and 60, depending on the process settling time and sampling inter-
vals, which increase the di¢ culties to be applied directly in industry. And, FIR and
Step Response models are only applicable to stable process description, which gives no
possibility to apply model predictive controller to unstable processes and plants. Later,
a new approach to implement model predictive controller by using transfer functions
was proposed. Hence, model predictive control became applicable to both stable and
unstable plants. Generalized model predictive control ([84]) is the representative of
the model predictive control using transfer functions. However, the transfer function
is only powerful at describing the single input and single output system, hence, its
ability in describing multi- input and multi- output system is limited. Recent research
on model predictive controller focuses on the formulation using state space equations.
The model predictive controller includes the ability to adjust the formulated variables
to optimize the control performance. In the early application of model predictive con-
troller using state space equations in Electrical Engineering as done by Kleinman [83]
and Thomas [82], the controller was formulated as state feedback instead of output
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feedback, and the computation of optimization was processed o¤-line with no on-line
optimization. The later application by Kwon [81] and [80] guaranteed the on-line op-
timization ability, however, due to the cost of intensive computation at that period of
time, the on-line optimization was activated only after a specic time period, while
in this thesis, the optimization behavior is activated for each sampling step. [79] also
discussed the possibility to apply model predictive controller on the nonlinear plant.
Model predictive control is especially fashionable in the research area of chemical en-
gineering. Recent chemical engineering applications can be found from the tutorial
paper by [78], the papers by [76] [77], the paper by [75]. Actually, the FIR model,
Step Response model, and transfer function model can be realized using state space
model predictive controller [73],[74].
Persistent Excitation
The rst concept of Persistent Excitation comes from signal processing, and gradu-
ally applied to control engineering eld in the form of PRBS (Pseudorandom binary
sequence) ([31][30]), which has a fully covered spectrum.
However, a full spectrum designed for input signals is not necessarily optimal for
linear system estimation. In control engineering, relay feedback structure has been
successfully applied in industry[17] [16] [18] to generate input signals for system iden-
tication. In this thesis, relay feedback structure is used to generate excitation signals
for estimation of a frequency sampling lter model.
Frequency Sampling Filter
FSF model [25]is a model structure that has parameters in the frequency domain. The
counterpart of FSF model is FIR model in time domain, which has been applied to
industry since many decades ago. The advantage of FIR model is its nonparametric
nature with input-only structure, hence it is relatively straightforward for the estima-
tion of an FIR model. The drawback is its limitation in dealing with unstable plant
model estimation. Similar with FIR model, FSF model usually has a high model order.
However, FSF model has the ability to reduce the model order to avoid high frequency
noise.
1.3 Motivation
The motivation of this project is to investigate and validate the applicability of a su-
pervisory control strategy for a magnetic bearing system. The coordination between
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supervisory controller and local model predictive controller is also studied and opti-
mally tuned. This thesis addresses the design and implementation of a supervisory
control strategy to the active magnetic bearing system. This approach consists of two
stages. The rst stage is the design of a local model predictive controller for the plant.
Due to the rapid changing behavior of the magnetic system, this requires a very fast
sampling interval. The second stage is the design of a supervisory model predictive
controller, which will be able to handle violations of constraints while running at a
much lower dynamics than the local model predictive controller.
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Figure 1.1: The structure of distributed supervisory model predictive control.
Chapter 2
Magnetic bearing system
2.1 Description of Experimental Active Magnetic Bear-
ing system platform
In this thesis, all model predictive control strategies are applied on Magnetic Moments
MBC 500 magnetic bearing system. A digraph of this system is shown in gure.2.1.
This system contains a stainless steel rotor which can be levitated by electromagnets.
The electromagnets are actuators of the control system, which generate active electro-
magnetic elds to control the position of rotor in the middle. Hall e¤ect sensors are
placed at both ends to measure the displacement.
Figure 2.1: The simplied structure of active MBC500 active magnetic beaing system,
with notication of channel x1; x2; y1; y2
The magnetic bearing system is a 4 degree-of-freedom (DOF) system as in gure.2.1.
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Two degrees of freedom are in horizontal plane (x1; x2), the other two are in vertical
plane (y1; y2). MBC 500 has its own on-board analog controller, which can proceed
demonstration of magnetic leviation by itself. The rotor surrounded by magnets are
considered as rigid body, which does not bend. For horizontal plane and vertical plane,
the corresponding channels are considered as decoupled. Coupling between these two
planes may be introduced when spinning. However, since all experiments for model
predictive control in this thesis are conducted with no rotor rotation, the coupling
between horizontal and vertical plane is neglected.
Figure 2.2: The intersection of magnetic stator of MBC500
Figure.2.2 illustrates the geometry arrangement of the electromagnets of MBC500.
These electromagnets generate 8 magnetic elds (Bi; i = 1; 2; :::; 8) with dynamic cur-
rents in respective coils.
Figure. 2.3 is the illustration of the magnetic levitation. When the leviation is
achieved, there is a gap between electromagnets and rotor. For MBC 500, the gap
distance between rotor and stator is read out by hall e¤ect sensor, in the form of
voltage signal. Voltage signal is translated into displacement data. According to
di¤erent rotor displacement, the model predictive controller will change the current
generated by power amplier to generate respective magnetic eld strength.[29]
When the coil currents are active, actuator will generate magnetic elds as in
gure.2.4. The current circulation makes full use of all coils to generate eight magnetic
elds, which are su¢ cient to control displacement of rotor.
Figure.2.5 illustrates the internal connection between on-board analog controllers,
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Figure 2.3: The illustration of leviation with air gap between rotor and magnetic
stators
Figure 2.4: The generated magnetic elds when activation of MBC500
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Figure 2.5: Simplied digram for active magnetic bearing system with on-board analog
controller, power ampliers, hall e¤ect sensors and rotor to be leviated.
hall e¤ect sensors and the actuators. The plant stands for the rotor to be levitated.
The position sensor analysis of magnetic bearing system is very important, be-
cause it has direct inuence on the feedback system, if the error exists with sensor
readout, DMPC will not work in the proper condition. In magnetic bearing system,
sensors should be contactless to read out leviation data. The bandwidth of sensors
should exceed the bandwidth of power amplier to reduce attenuation e¤ects of sen-
sors themselves. Hall e¤ect sensors are used, which can vary their voltage outputs
according to the changes of magnetic eld strength.
2.2 System identication
2.2.1 Perturbation signal Generation
Persistent Excitation
In system identication, the perturbation signal is designed to have property as persis-
tently excitation. Norton (1986) gave a precise denition of persistent excitation with
specic order. Persistent excited input is su¢ ciently rich in power spectrum, which is
required for system identication
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(u(k)  u)(u(k + r)  u)
If this discrete signal fu(k)g is persistently excited of order n, the nn sub matrix
of the whole autocovariance function matrix is positive denite. In order to verify
the positive denite property of a matrix, singular value decomposition is used as
a criterion for judgement. When singular value drops o¤ and converge to zero, the
matrix will tend to be singular, and the positive denite property will be violated.
The interpretation of perturbation signal in frequency domain is formulated in the
form of power spectral density function S(!). Instead of using autocovariance function

















The spectrum S(!) of perturbation signal indicates the information content within
respective bandwidth, if S(!) is higher than noise level, the corresponding bandwidth
of linear system information will be revealed by spectrum analysis.
PRBS (Pseudo Random Binary Sequence)
Pseudo Random Binary Sequences were originally used in error correction of digital
signal transmission. [31] As we know, the remote signal transmission, especially the
deep space signal is always deteriorated by other factors. PRBS has the ability to
reconstruct missing data from received data. After the application in signal transmis-
sion, PRBS was introduced into the impulse response estimation [30]
PRBS has the following mathematical form, assume we have a binary sequence
(BS) of N bits,
aj for j = 0; 1; :::N   1
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which has only two values
C(v) = m; if v = 0
C(v) = m  m  1
N   1 ; otherwise
PRBS is random because aj is independent to other elements. However, PRBS is
pseudo", because it has a much larger period N . After N samples, the whole signal
will be repeated. In this thesis, Matlab identication toolbox is used to identify the
system model with PRBS as input excitation signal.
2.2.2 Identication experiment set up
The experiment for identication is proceed under close-loop situation. Figure.2.6
illustrates detailed schematics of MBC500. The plant itself is represented as P (s), with
4 on-board analog controllers as C1(s); C2(s); C3(s); C4(s): According to the manual
of MBC 500, transfer functions for analog controllers are
C1(s) =
1:14(1 + 8:9 10 4s)
(1 + 3:3 10 4s)(1 + 2:2 10 5s)
C1(s) = C2(s) = C3(s) = C4(s)
There are 4 loop switches, which determine whether to engage on-board controllers
on respective channels or not. Above 4 loop switches, there are 4 negative summation
units. One point calling for attention is the potential confusion here about negative
feedback. From the schematics, mathematical signs for inputs and feeback signals are
all -,-. However, since on-board controllers contains negative signs, the mathematical
signs for inputs and feedback signals turn to be -,+. Current ampliers are actually
inverters, which switch positive to negative. Finally, the mathematical signs for inputs
and feedback signals are +,-. Hall e¤ect sensor does not change the sign of signals.
There are 12 ports for input and output signals readout. At the left hand side,
there are 4 ports for reference trajectories injection. In the middle, there are 4 ports
for control signals detection. On the right hand side, there are 4 ports for plant output
signals readout.
For MBC500, collecting data from 4 channels simultaneously will introduce dra-
matic coupling between horizontal channels x1; x2 and vertical channels y1; y2: Hence,
the identication data is collected using 2 channels by 2 channels. First, in order to
collect data from horizontal channels x1;x2; all loop switches are turned on to levitate
the rotor. Persistent signals are injected into port IN1 and IN3, where PRBS signals
are used. Input data for horizontal channels are read out from OUT11 and OUT13
multiplied by negative signs due to current ampliers. Output data can be directly
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of input output signals ports and on-board controller of
MBC500.
obtained from OUT21 and OUT23; without changing signs. Data collection of the
horizontal subsystem has been accomplished.
To collect data from horizontal channels y1;y2; all loop switches are turned on to
levitated the rotor. PRBS signals are injected into port IN2 and IN4. Input data for
horizontal channels are read out from OUT12 and OUT14 multiplied by negative signs
due to current ampliers. The output data can be directly obtained from OUT22 and
OUT24; without changing signs. Hence, the data collection of vertical subsystem has
been accomplished.
Signals from all ports are voltage signals. These voltage signals are transformed
into currents, which are not detectable, by current amplier and fed into plant P (s):In
this thesis, no current signals are included, all signals are in the form of voltage sig-
nals. The equation 2.1illustrate the relation between output voltage Voutput(volts) and
displacement Xi (meters)
Voutput = 5000Xi + (25 106)X3i (2.1)
However, since the displacement is varying within the scale of millimeter, which
is 10 3 times scale of meter, 2.1 can also be written as the relation between output
voltage Voutput (volts) and displacement xi (millimeters)
Voutput = 5xi + (25 10 3)x3i
Obviously, the nonlinear term can be neglected. Hence, roughly, 1 millimeter
displacement is equivalent to 5 volts output voltage.
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With two sets of data, we can identication subsystem model for horizontal chan-
nels x1; x2 and subsystem model for vertical channels y1; y2 by using MATLAB iden-
tication toolbox.
2.2.3 Model identied
This subsection contains model identication results. There are detailed descriptions
of each 2 channels subsystem model and the whole 4 channels system model. Both
discrete time and continuous time models are included.
The discrete time model on the horizontal plane with sampling time 0:2ms can be
identied as
Xx1;x2(k + 1) = Ax1;x2Xx1;x2(k) +Bx1;x2Ux1;x2(k)




4:3875 6:0779 0:5034  0:0174
 1:8758  2:3667  0:2701  0:6275
 0:1295  0:2413 0:8758 7:9509











0:0265 0:0785 0:0009  0:0901
 0:0491  0:0733  0:0240 0:1109
#
The discrete-time model in the horizontal plane with sampling interval 0:2ms is
identied as
Xxy1;y2(k + 1) = Ay1;y2Xy1;y2(k) +By1;y2Uy1;y2(k)




1:419  1:997  0:6297 5:713
 0:02709 1:275 0:05485 2:482
0:3534  2:202 0:4098  4:984
 0:000444  0:001176  9:99e  005 0:902
377775










 0:0142 0:005065  0:02199  0:005951
 0:001042  0:01805  0:009827  0:04348
#
Since the horizontal subsystem is uncoupled with vertical subsystem. For the whole
4 by 4 system, the model comprises of both subsystems as
























For the 2 by 2 subsystem on horizontal plane, the continuous-time transfer function
model is shown as follow, where Yx1; Yx2 stand for the outputs on channel x1; x2, and,




43:9752(s  4241)(s+ 402:1)(s  299:2)




 19:796(s+ 4410)(s+ 183:8)(s  92:44)




 20:3828(s  68:23)(s+ 217:2)(s+ 3739)




55:7188(s  3762)(s+ 387:3)(s  317:2)
(s  451:7)(s  252:9)(s+ 450:4)(s+ 359:4)
For the 2 by 2 subsystem on vertical plane, the continuous-time transfer function
model is shown as follow, where Yy1; Yy2 stand for the outputs on channel y1; y2, and,




13:7465(s  1:048e004)(s  332:9)(s+ 338:5)




0:59375(s  198:2)(s+ 183:2)(s+ 7:504e004)




 4:4226(s  1:43e004)(s  124:8)(s+ 117:3)




1:2237(s  1:218e005)(s+ 358:3)(s  345:9)
(s  404:2)(s  303:9)(s+ 307:3)(s+ 423:5)
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From the above, we can see that the dominant pole of each channel is around 400,
which illustrate instability of MBC500 system.
The state space model for the horizontal plane subsystem transformed from continuous-
time transfer function has the form as






3:5081 2:5910 0:9206  0:4388
 4:8893  3:6509  1:1123  0:5815
0:4567 0:3411  0:3924 3:9931











3:1683 5:8530  1:1661  2:3535
 1:5911  0:1561  7:6515 6:8774
#
The state space model for subsystem in vertical plane transformed from continuous-
time transfer function has the form as






0:5649 1:3948 0:0531  0:1824
 0:2297  0:5695  0:0229  0:0570
0:0330 0:0793 0:0448 3:2564
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Cy1;y2 =
"
0:7160  3:9745 0:9162  2:2193
 0:5425 0:1330  2:3088 0:6125
#
In the modelling process, we want the horizontal subsystem totally uncoupled with



























In previous section, we derived the individual mathematical models to form the entire
system model in a decentralized approach. However, if these models are not good
enough, it is di¢ cult to successfully design and implement the control system. This
section will validate the model by calculating the errors between model prediction and
real data using Matlab identication toolbox.
Figure 2.7: The model validation for channel x1; with real data and simulated data
The four pictures (gure.2.7 2.8 2.9 2.10) are the validations of datasets. Validation
data set is obtained from original data collected. Only half of entire data set was used
for model identication, while the other half is used for model validation. Validation
data and simulated data are compared to illustrate the quality of models obtained. By
increasing the model order, the model performance can be enhanced. However, this
will dramatically increase the di¢ culty for later predictive controller design. Hence, a
trade-o¤ between model precision and model order must be made.
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Figure 2.8: The model validation for channel x2; with real data and simulated data
Figure 2.9: The model validation for channel y1; with real data and simulated data
Figure 2.10: The model validation for channel y2; with real data and simulated data
Chapter 3
Discrete time Model Predictive
Control of Active Magnetic
Bearing System
3.1 Discrete-time Model Predictive Controller design
3.1.1 Description of control trajectory
Laguerre functions are a set of orthonormal functions that can be used to approxi-
mate the increments of the control signals[25]. The discrete model predictive control
algorithm using Laguerre functions is briey described below. For a set of Laguerre
functions, l1(k); l2(k); :::; lN (k), whereN is the number of terms of Laguerre functions
used, the di¤erence of control signal can be expressed as




where u(ki + k) = u(ki + k)   u(ki + k   1): As N increases, the expansion will
converge to the signal.










The approximation here in this thesis can be regarded as a way of interpolation.
Each orthogonal polynomial is considered as one dimension. If the signal to be ap-
proximated has more complexity, more dimensions should be included in interpolation.
In most situations, 4 terms of Laguerre polynomials are already exible enough for
interpolation.
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Assume that a discrete time model with p inputs and q outputs has the form as [28]:
xm(k + 1) = Amxm(k) +Bmu(k) + (k)
y(k) = Cmxm(k) + "(k) (3.3)
The control inputs are recast into in the incremental form u = u(k)  u(k   1) ,















































where 01; 0m and 02 are zero matrices with dimensions n1 q,qn1 and q 1 respec-
tively, and Iqq is a unit matrix with dimension q. For notational simplicity, the state
space equations can also be expressed as
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k) + (k) (3.5)
y(k) = Cx(k) + "(k) (3.6)






where T = [c1 c2 ::: cN ]. The prediction of x(ki +m) should be










can be solved recursively through the relation:
Sc(m) = ASc(m  1) + Sc(
m 1)T (3.8)
3. Discrete time Model Predictive Control of Active Magnetic Bearing
System
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(3.9)
where  = 1  2
To extend the system from single input to Multi-input case, the control variable
will be formulated as
u(k) = [u1(k) u2(k) ::: up(k)]
T
and the input matrix should also be partitioned to specic columns as
B = [B1 B2 ::: Bp]
where p is the number of inputs, and Bi is the corresponding column in B matrix. The
ith control variableui(k)may have specic aiandNi selected,which means the scaling
factor and the number of Laguerre polynomial terms can be chosen independently for













. The prediction of future state at time m will be




Am j 1[ B1L1(j)T : : : BpLp(j)T ]
and the prediction for plant output is


















T : : : BpLp(j)
T
i
In unconstrained model predictive control,the future control variables are calcu-
lated according to the cost function using the least squares approach. Lets dene
E(ki +m=ki) = [r(ki +m)  y(ki +m=ki)]












where Q > 0 and R > 0 are symmetric positive denite matrices.
Given the future reference trajectories
r(ki +m) = [r1(ki +m)    rq(ki +m)]T 0  m  Np (3.10)
The objective of Discrete MPC is to generate the control law to drive the plant output
to the reference trajectories as close as possible by minimizing the cost function
Without constraints, the optimal solution of the cost function can be found in the
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The velocity form control variable can be represented by the linear combination of
reference trajectories and system states3.11 3.12. The reference trajectories are desig-
nated by operator. However, system internal states should be estimated by discrete-
time state estimator.
For state space plant
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
y(k + 1) = Cx(k + 1)
The output of observer y^(k) is substracted from the plant output, and multiplied
with a gain matrix L, which is also called Luenberger observer
x^(k + 1) = Ax^(k) + L[y(k)  y^(k)] +Bu(k)
y^(k + 1) = Cx^(k + 1)
The observer is called asymptotically stable if the observer error, which is also
called estimation error e(k) = x^(k)   x(k) converges to zero when k ! 1. For
Luenberger observer, the estimation error satisfy
e(k + 1) = (A  LC)e(k)
In discrete-time, the stability of observer requires all eigenvalues of matrix A LC
strictly less than unity. In Matlab, command placeis used to calculate appropriate
observer gain matrix L:
For discrete-time model predictive control, the observer form is as follow[28]
x^(ki + 1) = Ax^(ki) +Bu(k) + Job(y(ki)  Cx^(ki))
where the state estimation is using extended plant model, and Job is the gain matrix
designated to observer, which is equivalent to gain matrix L above.
3.1.4 Tunning parameter of Discrete-time model predictive control
Parameter N
The parameter N is the number of terms of Laguerre polynomials that have been
used for the description of control trajectories. The more terms are included, the more
exible it is to describe unstable and complex signals. Hence, for unstable system,
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Figure 3.1: The output response on channel x1; under di¤erent amouts of terms of
laguerre polynomials
there is a minimal requirement of N , Figure 3.1 illustrates the output response with
di¤erent terms of Laguerre polynomials.
Parameter a
For the Laguerre functions used in discrete-time, it is very important to keep
0  a < 1, to guarantee the exponential decays of Laguerre functions after initial
period of time. The discrete-time parameter a has a relationship with the dominant
pole in continuous-time transfer function that
a  e pt
where t is the sampling interval for discrete-time system.
Figure 3.2: The output response on channel x1; with di¤erent laguerre dynamics.
Observer pole po: the observer pole denes the convergence rate of the estimated
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system state. Observer should have faster dynamics than system, to guarantee the fast
convergence rate of the state estimation. Assume Pob = [0:9370 0:9375 0:9380 0:9385
0:9390 0:9395]; the comparison of di¤erent observer poles is investigated in gure 3.3
Figure 3.3: The output response on channel x1; with di¤erent observer poles location.
In simulation section, we will include simulation with best tunning and stress the
inuence of the tunning parameters to system response.
3.2 Simulation results
Simulation is very important to the model predictive controller design in this thesis.
It helps to debug the algorithm and improve the controllers response. Simulation
also helps to reduce the burden of later application to real hardware by distinguishing
clearly whether bug exists in algorithm itself or on the side of hardware setup. For
discrete time model predictive controller, 2 channels controller has been designed rst,
then extended to 4 channels controller.
2-channel simulation In Simulink model 3.4, discrete time model predictive con-
troller, plant model, and observer are 3 major parts for simulation. These three parts
are realized using embedded functions. Embedded function blocks contain MATLAB
functions in Simulink model. The discrete model predictive controller, observer and
plant model are rst written as code of MATLAB function, then transformed into
embedded function blocks. Detailed code can be found from Appendix. Figure 3.4
illustrates a 2 channels magnetic bearing system, with setpoint_1 and setpoint_2 cor-
responding to the reference trajectories of x1,x2 respectively. The plant block contains
the horizontal subsystem model obtained in chapter2. The observer block estimates
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the states of plant model. Two reference trajectories are fed into the Discrete time
Model Predictive Controller block. The controller block generates control variables,
which is sent to plant model block. Plant model outputs are received by observer block
and estimated plant states are fed back to DMPC controller. Because the plant state
x(k) at time step k is used for the control variable calculation u(k+ 1) at time step
k + 1, one memory is placed to realize this unit delay.
Data sinks named as " st, t_sim, y_sim," are connected to collect numerical
values of reference trajectories, simulation time steps and plant simulated outputs.
Staircase signals are used as reference trajectories, which are programmed in embedded
functions. When simulation, the gain block for channel x1 is set as 1 to fully pass
reference trajectory on channel x1:While gain block of channel x2 is set as 0, to block
reference trajectory on channel x2: In this way, the staircase response of channel x1
can be obtained. In order to obtain staircase response of channel x2; gain block of
channel x1 is set as 0, while gain block of channel x2 is set as 1.
Simulation in gure.3.4 is performed with Laguerre pole a = 0:95; prediction steps
Np = 150; and observer pole po = [0:9370 0:9375 0:9380 0:9385 0:9390 0:9395]: In 3.5,
the rst row of pictures stand for staircase responses on channel x1;with zero input
maintained on channel x2: The second row of pictures stand for staircase responses
on channel x2; with zero input maintained on channel x1: In order to save space, two
staircase responses are plotted in the same graph.
4-channel simulation After the successful simulation of 2 channels leviatation, 4
channels simulation is constructed for the magnetic bearing system, which illustrates
the systematic structure in Simulink. The embedded function code of 4 channel dis-
crete time model predictive controller and observer can be found in appendix.
Figure.3.6 illustrates the 4 channels magnetic bearing system, with setpoint_1, set-
point_2, setpoint_3, setpoint_4 correspond to the reference trajectories of x1,x2,y1,y2
respectively. Two uniform random signals are connected to the system, representing
noises applied on control variables and measurements. The plant block stands for the
magnetic bearing system itself, with model identied in previous steps. The observer
block estimates the states of plant model. Four reference trajectories are fed into the
Discrete time Model Predictive Controller block. The controller block generates con-
trol variables, which is sent to plant model block with simulated noise. Plant model
outputs plus simulated measurement noise is received by observer block. Estimated
plant states are fed back to DMPC controller. Because the plant state x(k) at time
step k is used for the control variable calculation u(k + 1) of time step k + 1, one
memory is placed as delay unit to avoid algebraic loop in Simulink. Data sinks are
connected to collect numerical values of control variables and plant simulated outputs.
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Figure 3.4: The Simulink schematics of x1;x2 channel simulation using staircase input
trajectories generated by embedded functions.
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Figure 3.5: The simulaiton results of x1;x2 horizontal subsystem. The rst row of
graphs are for staircase inputs on channel x1, with coupling outputs on channel x2:
The second row of graphs are for staircase inputs on channel x2;with coupling outpus
on channel x1:
Staircase reference trajectories are programmed in embedded functions. When simu-
lation, the gain blocks for white noise can set either to 1 to active, or to 0 to shield
it out. The simulation is done separately for 4 input trajectories, each time only one
trajectory is activated. The simulation is done with Laguerre pole p = 0:95; prediction
steps Np = 150; and observer pole po = [0.9370 0.9375 0.9380 0.9385 0.9390 0.9395
0.9400 0.9405 0.9410 0.9415 0.9420 0.9425]:
3.3 Implementation
Real-time Workshop
The real-time workshop has the ability to accelerate software development. The con-
troller design project usually follows procedures as: problem/task formulation !
system-level design ! detailed design ! software and hardware implementation !
design verication via testing ! production and manufacturing testing. Where the
production in this thesis means e¤ective model predictive controller. Real-time work-
shop will automatically generate either target-oriented code or generic code, which can
dramatically reduce the design duration..[51]
Before the code generation, the parameters of Simulink model have to be tuned ap-
propriately. The code generation starts from le model.mdl, according to which, real
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Figure 3.6: The 4 channel Discrete-time Model Predictive Control simulation schemat-
ics, using staircase input signals on 4 channels, respectively.
Figure 3.7: The x1 channel simulation of 4 channel dmpc simulation.
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Figure 3.8: The x2 channel simulation of 4 channel dmpc simulation.
Figure 3.9: The y1 channel simulation of 4 channel dmpc simulation.
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Figure 3.10: The y2 channel simulation of 4 channel dmpc simulation.
Figure 3.11: Illustration of the automatic code generation of real-time workshop
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time workshop generates an intermediate le model.rtw. This le is only for target lan-
guage compiler and will be automatically deleted after code generation. TLC(Target
Language Compiler) is supplied with MATLAB. By using in-line command mex -setup,
we can choose Open WATCOM C/C++ version 1.3 as Target Language Compiler for
real time workshop. For some applications, which require only C code generation, the
process can be stopped here.
The Simulink model represents the projects understanding of design engineer, of
which, parameters have to been congurated. From the above picture, real-time work-
shop will generate C code and include several headles to dene some functionality.
Such as, dt_info.h denes data structures for external mode, ext_work.h denes ex-
ternal model functions, model_types.h denes model-specic data types and so on.
More denition of headles can be found from[51].
Later process has a close relation to the kind of hardware we are going to apply
the code on, such as DSP, embedded system or xPC target. In this thesis, we use
xPC target. So, in Simulink model, we need to appoint template makele. Make-
le is a terminology for real time workshop, which builds up the internal connection
between generated C code of project. In this application, the template makele is
xPC_default_tmf. The C code from real time workshop will be modied according
to the denition of template makele to generate an executable le and download to
xPC target.
The compiler in real-time workshop must be consistent with the compiler in xPC
target, where, in this thesis, we are using Open WATCOM C/C++ version 1.3. The
settings of compiler of xPC target has to use in-line command "xpcexplr" to open the
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Figure 3.12: The Simulink interface of real time workshop, which illustrates the para-
meter settings for code generation.
xPC explorer. Then, open "Complier(s) conguration" on Host PC Root. Select C
compiler as WATCOM and set up the path of WATCOM compiler.
xPC target
In this thesis, a desktop computer is used as a host PC with MATLAB and Simulink, to
create the Simulink model for Discrete time Model Predictive Controller. Following the
above simulation design procedure, in this thesis, the xPC target design for Discrete-
time Model Predictive Control is also comprised of rst, x1; x2 subsystem design ,and
then, 4 channels system design. This philosophy of design helps to reduce the di¢ culty
of project. The communication between host PC and xPC target is using PCI-IP
protocol. Ethernet communication is built up by cable connection. For the x1;x2
channels on horizontal plane, xPC target is using PCI-6024E I/O board with D/A
channels to transform digital control signals to analog signals for MBC500, and PCI-
6024E I/O board with A/D channels to receive the analog signals from plant and
transform it to digital signals. For the y1;y2 channels on vertical plane, xPC target is
using PCI-6025E I/O board with D/A and A/D channels to issue the control signals
and get feedback signals from MBC500.
Simulink model in gure 3.14 is modied for implementation. Compared with
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Figure 3.13: The experimental platform comprised of MBC500, xPC target and host
computer
Figure 3.14: The xPC target Simulink Schematics of subsystem comprised of channel
x1;x2.
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Simulink model in gure 3.4, the embedded function block of plant model has been
removed. Two A/D D/A converters from xPC library have been used to represent
the communication with real plant. 5 data output pads are located into the model to
collect real time data, which includes control signals commanding to real plant, and
output signals from real plant.
Figure 3.15: The schematics of xPC target application on real facility, with simulated
model changed for PCI A/D convertor blocks from library of xPC target
In gure 3.15, Simulink model of discrete time model predictive control has been
extended to 4 channels. Compared with gure 3.14, another group of A/D D/A
converters have been applied for vertical subsystem of channels y1; y2:More data sinks
have been allocated in this model to collect real time data.
Experimental Results of 4 channel Discrete-time Model Predictive Con-
trol In this thesis, the number of terms used in Laguerre model to capture the
4-input signals are selected as N1 = N2 = N3 = N4 = 4: The prediction horizon
for DMPC is 160 steps forward. The pole of Laguerre functions are selected as a
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0.95, which corresponds to sampling interval 0.2ms with 250 being the dominant pole.
The observer is designed using pole assignment by allocating the observer poles at
[0:93700:93750:93800:93850:93900:93950:94000:94050:94100:94150:94200:9425].
The real plant data are illustrated in gure3.16 to 3.19. As we can see, step re-
sponses on channel x1; x2 introduce more vibrations, while step responses on channel
y1; y2 overshoot a bit. These slight drawbacks may be introduced by making trade-o¤
of observer poles design when two subsystems combined together. There are also cou-
pling e¤ects on zero trajectories injected channels. However, these coupling response
amplitudes are not signicant to give system negative inuence.
Figure 3.16: The step response of MBC500 on channel x1, with inputs on the other
channels maintained as zero.
In gure 3.20, we plot the staircase response of 4 channels discrete time model
predictive control. The staircase reference trajectory is injected into 4 channels indi-
vidually, and the responses data are recorded. There is some tiny di¤erences within
these 4 channels. The responses on channels y1; y2 tend to be a bit more aggressive
than those on channels x1; x2:
3.4 Code for discrete-time MPC
This section will include Matlab codes and Simulink embedded function codes from
both 2 channels and 4 channels discrete-time MPC.
3.4.1 Matlab code
%%%%program for discrete time model predictive control
h=0.0002; % sampling interval
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Figure 3.17: The step response of MBC500 on channel x2, with inputs on the other
channels maintained as zero.
Figure 3.18: The step response of MBC500 on channel y1, with inputs on the other
channels maintained as zero.
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Figure 3.19: The step response of MBC500 on channel y2, with inputs on the other
channels maintained as zero.
Figure 3.20: The comparision of 4 channel staircase response
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Gs_x=tf_ran7_4b; %model for horizontal plane subsystem































[m1,n1]=size(Cp); %m1-number of outputs
[n1,n_in]=size(Bp); %n_in-number of inputs
% a1,a2,.. are the scaling factors for discrete Laguerre functions
%they are in the range between zero and one
a1=0.95;
a2=a1;










%Np1,Np2,... are the prediction horizons in samples
a=[a1 a2 a3 a4];






%dimension of the extended state space
n=n1+m1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%



























%dimension of the extended state space
n=n1+m1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%





















%Start a loop in forming Inf,Cinf and Setwei.
for i=2:Np; % i is the counter for sample time
Eae=A_e^i; %exponential function
%calculate the nite sum S for each input
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%For each sample i
%%%%%%%%%%%%calculate input number 1
kk=1;
%specify the L0 and state matrix for the Laguerre functions associated with
%the rst input
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[Al,L0]=lag_df(a(kk),N(kk)); % Laguerre function associated with input number 1
S_sum(:,1:N(kk))=A_e*S_sum(:,1:N(kk))+S_in(:,1:N(kk))*(Al^(i-1));
% S_sum(:,1:N(kk))=A_e*S_sum(:,1:N(kk))*(Al^(i-1));


















%%program to generate discrete Laguerre functions using state space equation
%a: pole location in discrete Laguerre function. a must be less than 1
%N: number of terms used in the expansion
%h: sampling interval
%A: state matrix in the di¤erence equation











%%%initial state variable condition









3.4.2 Simulink embedded function code
Embedded function code for discrete-time MPC controller block:
function [output_c,udot] = dmpc_con(set_point_1,set_point_2,set_point_3,set_point_4,X_hat,phi1,phi2,N,L0,h)









udot=[L0(1,:) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) L0(2,:) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) L0(3,:) zeros(1,4);




% udot=[L0(1,:) zeros(1,3);zeros(1,3) L0(2,:)]*[eta(1:3,1);eta(4:6,1)];
con_val=con_val+udot;
output_c = con_val;
Embedded function code for discrete-time MPC observer block:
function state_o = observer(input_o_c,input_o_p,A_e,B_e,C_e,J,h)
% A_e_delta,B_e_delta,C_e  - the state space model parameters of the observer
% h  - time intervals
% state_o  - the states of the observer
% X_hat  - the states of the observer
% input_o  - the inputs of the observer
% simulation of the observer














This chapter revisits the design of continuous-time model predictive controller. The
contribution of this chapter is to develop a continuous-time model predictive controller
for the magnetic bearing system, along the general lines of discrete-time cases. The
general framework of continuous-time model predictive controller design is to model
the control trajectory using pre-chosen orthonormal basis functions. Compared with
discrete-time MPC, continuous-time MPC is based on a continuous-time model, which
is closely related to the underlying physics of system. However, unlike in discrete-time
MPC, in continuous-time case, the future plant behavior is calculated from convolution
other than direct iteration, which is more computationally demanding.
4.1 Continuous-time Model Predictive Control design
4.1.1 Continuous time Laguerre polynomials
A sequence of real functions l1(t); l2(t); :::is said to be orthogonal over the interval
(0;1) if they all satisfy the property that
1Z
0
l2i (t)dt = 1
and 1Z
0
li(t)lj(t)dt = 0 i 6= j
A set of these orthogonal function li(t) is called to be complete if all functions f(t)
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f2(t)dt < 1 can be represented by li(t), which means no functions




for i = 1; 2; :::
The Laguerre functions are an example of a set of complete orthogonal functions
that satisfy the properties dened above. The set of Laguerre functions is dened as,









2p(+2p2t2   4pt+ 1)e pt
l4(t) =
p









2p[( 1)i+1 (2p)i 1(i 1)! ti 1 + ( 1)i (i 1)(2p)
i 2
(i 2)! t
i 2 + ( 1)i 1 (i 1)(i 2)(2p)i 32!(i 3)! ti 3 +   + 1]e pt
The parameter p is called time scaling parameter in Laguerre functions. This
parameter plays an important role in the application in model predictive control,
which will be covered detailedly in later section.
Denition of Coe¢ cients in time domain It is known that an abitrary function
h(t) can be represented by the approximation of Laguerre function, which is ortho-
normal and complete over the interval (0;1).. The decomposition is analogous to
the Fourier decomposition. Laguerre functions expansion has been widely used in the
approximation of integral and di¤erential equations. The application of Laguerre
functions in model predictive control is to use it to represent the impulse responses
h(t) of a linear, time-invariant process.[25]
h(t) = c1l1(t) + c2l2(t) +   + cili(t) +   
and fcig are the coe¢ cients of this expansion, which has the analogous denition
with Fourier decomposition














The di¤erential equations satised by Laguerre functions can be derived. Let
L(t) =
h






1 1 ::: 1
iT
. Then the La-
guerre functions satisfy the di¤erential equation (Wang and Cluett, 2000)




 p 0 ::: 0
 2p  p ::: 0
...
 2p :::  2p  p
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The solution of di¤erential equation leads to the representation of the Laguerre




Suppose the plant model of Continuous time Model Predictive Control is a multivari-
able state space model with r inputs and q outputs[26]
_Xm(t) = AmXm(t) +Bmu(t) + !(t)
y(t) = CmXm(t) + (t)
where Xm(t) is the state vector of dimension n, while !(t) and (t) are unmeasured
disturbances, where, their rst derivatives _!(t) and _(t) are white noise, which satisfy
following properties

















where Efg denotes the statistical expectation value and () is the dirac-function.
The composite model for velocity form continuous-time model predictive control
has the following form




































































The prediction of future system states, assuming at current time ti, the state variable
X(ti) is known. Then, at future time ti+ ;  > 0; the predicted state variableX(ti+)
is described by the following equation:








eA( )B _u(ti + )d
Let the control signal be written as
_u(t) =
h
_u1(t) _u2(t) ::: _ur(t)
iT
and the input matrix can be partitioned as
B =
h
B1 B2 ::: Br
i
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Where Bi is the ith column of the B matrix. And the ith control signal _ui(t); i =





















Ni are pre-chosen. The future predicted state variable evolution is formulated as
























The plant output prediction is linear with the state variables as
y(ti + ) = CX(ti + )
The cost function
Suppose we have a set of future setpoints (or, reference trajectories) r(ti + ) =h
r1(ti + ) r2(ti + ) ::: rq(ti + )
i
; 0 <  < Np, where Np is the prediction
horizon. The common objective of Model Predictive Controller is to nd the control
variables to drive the predicted plant output y(ti + ), in the way of least square, as








Where Q and R are weighting matrix for control variables and the error between
reference trajectory and plant outputs. In the application of Magnetic Bearing, Q is
set as unit matrix, and R is a diagonal matrix










The prediction horizon is chosen to be larger than control horizon. So, for  > Tp,






T kd = 
T
k k
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[r(ti + )  y(ti + )]T Q [r(ti + )  y(ti + )] d + TR



























!(ti + ) = r(ti + )  CeAX(ti)
The quadratic function can be written as










Assume that, within the prediction horizon, 0 <  < Np; the reference trajectory
remains unchanged, r(ti+ ) = r(ti); the above quadratic function can also be written
as
J = T   2T f	1r(ti) 	2X(ti)g+
Z Tp
0














The gain matrices ;	1 and 	2 are all independent with time ti: In the application
of xPC target, these three matrices are calculated o¤-line and put into workspace of
MATLAB, and the on-line optimization in Simulink just simply call in the data of there
matrices in workspace. The least square solution of the above quadratic function is
 =  1f	1r(ti) 	2X(ti)g
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T 0    0
0 L2(0)
T    0
...
0 0    Lr(0)T
377775 1f	1r(ti) 	2X(ti)g
From the above equation, it is seen that, the continuous-time model predictive
control is naturally a state feedback control, which depends on current state X(ti). In
both simulation and real time control, the control variable u(ti) can be gained from





As we know  2 [0; Np].In the digital environment, the control action will only use
the derivative of future control signal at  = 0: So, the above integral of incremental





= u(ti  t) +
266664
L1(0)













where t is the sampling interval, in this thesis, t = 0:2ms: u(ti   t) is the
previous control signal, u(ti) is current control signal to plant.
observer design
From the least square ssolution of cost function, we can see that, the optimal velocity
form of control variables are formulated as the linear combination of reference trajec-
tories and system state variable at current step. The reference trajectories can be des-
ignated by engineers, however, system state variables should be measured. Frequently,
not all states can be measured. The linear continuous time observer is introduced as
a mechanism to estimate the unmeasured states from available output. People can
interpret observer as a virtual sensor of states.
As we know, for continuous-time state space model
_x(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)
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The general linear observer takes the form as
dx^(t)
dt
= Ax^(t) +Bu(t) + J(y(t)  Cx^(t))
Where the matrix J is called observer gain and x^(t) is the continuous state estimate.




The convergence rate of the observer can be varied according to the eigenvalue of
(A  JC), which can be arbitrarily assigned by di¤erent choice of J .
Tuning parameters
This part will discuss the controller design issue with parameter tunning. Since the
4 channels have similar nature, simulations will be done on one channel and pick up
optimal parameter to be applied in the whole 4 channels system.
Prediction horizon Tp: If the plant itself is a stable system, Tp is usually chosen
as the settling time of step response of the plant. However, for the magnetic bearing
system, it is inherently unstable, the choice of Tp has close relation with the choice of
p in continuous-time Laguerre functions. In the numerical calculation of this thesis,
Tp is chosen as Tp = 10=p; to guarantee that control signal can reach to a constant.
Pole location p : the pole of p in Laguerre functions can a¤ect the decay rate,
which can fasten the close-loop response. The general policy for choice of p can start
near the dominant pole of plant, then either to increase p to fasten close-loop response
or to decrease p to slow down close-loop response. In this thesis, for continuous-time
model predictive control, gure 4.1 illustrate the inuence of di¤erent Laguerre poles
on system output. As we can see, when p decreases to 230, the output starts to vibrate.
Hence, the optimal Laguerre pole is selected as p = 250:
ParameterN : The parameterN is the number of Laguerre function terms that have
been used to approximate the control signal. As N increases, the Laguerre functions
have more exibility to describe a complex control signal. Figure4.2 illustrates the
signal channel response under di¤erent amounts of Laguerre terms. As we can see,
when N varying from 5 to 2, the simulation results do not have big di¤erence. In this
thesis, N is equal to 2, the less terms of Laguerre polynomial used, the less computation
power will be taken.
Observer gain J : The observer gain J is a indirect tunning parameter. As we know,
for the part of observer design,in order to guarantee the convergence of state estimation
error ~x(t); the matrix (A  JC) must have all negative eigenvalues, which is observer
poles Pob. This can be done by using MATLAB in-line command "place" to designate
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Figure 4.1: The output response of channel x1 under di¤erent dynamics of laugerre
polynomials.
Figure 4.2: The output response of channel x1 under di¤erent amounts of laguerre
terms.
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new eigenvalues to generate the numerical value for observer gain J . For the following
tunning of observer poles Pob; lets dene Pob =[ 750 850 950 1050 1150 1250],
and compare the system response other poles selection. As from gure 4.3, a set of
slower observer poles will introduce slower output response. While faster observer
poles lead to faster output response.
Figure 4.3: The output response of channel x1 under di¤erent observer poles location.
In the simulation section, we will forward our best tuned controller and vary the
tunning parameter to investigate the inuence to system response.
4.2 Simulation
4.2.1 2 channels continuous-time model predictive controller design
As we know, the two subsystems on either horizontal plane or vertical plane are de-
coupled, in order to reduce the design risk and explore the internal dynamics of model
predictive controller step by step. The control design of magnetic bearing system are
divided into two major steps: rst 2 channel subsystem control, and later 4 channel
simultaneous control. Laguerre function poles and observe poles assignment are easier
than beginning with 4 channel system For the issue of 2 channel control, the subsystem
in horizontal plane is easier than the subsystem in vertical plane because of the gravity
bias in vertical plane.
Simulink model built-up for 2 channels simulation is similar with the Simulink
model for 2 channels discrete time model predictive control. Embedded functions
code for continuous-time model predictive controller, observer and plant can be found
from appendix of this chapter. Respective scopes and data sinks are used to collect
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data and put it into workspace. In 4.4 , the rst row of pictures stand for staircase
responses on channel x1;with zero input maintained on channel x2: The second row
of pictures stand for staircase responses on channel x2; with zero input maintained
on channel x1: In order to save space, two staircase responses are plotted in the same
graph.
Figure 4.4: The 2 channel continuous-time model predictive control simulation results.
The rst row of pictures illustrate the staircase response on channel x1 with coupling
on channel x2, while, the second row of pictures illustrate the staircase response on
channel x2 with coupling on channel x1
The simulation 4.4 is done with Laguerre pole p = 250;Prediction horizons set as
10=p = 0:04s and N = 2 for control variable approximation. The observer pole is
chosen as [ 750  850  950  1050  1150  1250]
4.2.2 4 channel continuous-time model predictive controller design
The Simulink model for simulation of 4 channel continuous time model predictive con-
trol is similar with the Simulink model for 4 channel continuous time model predictive
control. The gain block placed on each input trajectory is used to adjust the magni-
tude or simply shield out some input trajectory to observer the response in the other
channels. The online continuous-time model predictive controller is designed using
embedded functions, the content of which, will be illustrated in Appendix. As we
know, from the mathematical formula of control variables realization,
 =  1f	1r(ti) 	2X(ti)g
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the three gain matrices ;	1 and 	2 are all independent with time, hence, can be
calculated o­ ine, hence, can be calculated o­ ine, and fed into the embedded function
in the form of workspace parameter. For the formulation of control task in 4 channels
continuous-time model predictive controller, the online variables are input trajectories
r1(ti); r2(ti); r3(ti); r4(ti) and estimated state X(ti):Here, the state X(ti) is the state
of composite plant model, which require the feedback of control variable in the velocity
form and simulated plant output From the Simulink schematics, the input trajectories
are designated by operator, and the state X(ti) are estimated by continuous-time
observer realized using embedded function. The third embedded function block stands
for plant model, from which, the simulation results can be extracted and also fed
back to observer to pursue the task of state estimation. The block st is used to
extract reference trajectory on respective channel and store the numerical values into
workspace. Clock block has been used to record time axis of control task evolution.
Several virtual scopes are assigned on di¤erent locations to observe either plant outputs
or system internal states. The embedded function code of 4 channels continuous time
model predictive controller and observer can be found from appendix.
The schematics of Continuous time Model Predictive Control has similar structure
with Discrete time Model Predictive Controller. For our simulation ,staircase signal is
used as input trajectory. The model predictive controller block, observer block and
plant model are also re-designed to suit the continuous time.
Figure 4.5: The staircase input simulation result on channel x1; with coupling e¤ects
on the other channels.
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Figure 4.6: The staircase input simulation result on channel x2; with coupling e¤ects
on the other channels.
Figure 4.7: The staircase input simulation result on channel y1; with coupling e¤ects
on the other channels.
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Figure 4.8: The staircase input simulation result on channel y2; with coupling e¤ects
on the other channels.
In order to make comparison of close-loop response, the above 4 channel simulation
(4.5 to 4.8)is done with Laguerre pole p = 400;Prediction horizons set as 10=p = 0:025s
and considering the control variable complexity for 4 channel simultaneous control, the
term of Laguerre functions used for approximation is set as N = 4. The observer pole
is chosen as [-750 -800 -850 -900 -950 -1000 -1050 -1100 -1150 -1200 -1250 -1300], which
is numerically equivalent to the poles assigned for the 2 channel observer but has larger
dimensions as required with the enlarged dimensions from original system. From the
above simulation, either 2 channel or 4 channel, we can see that, the activation in any
channel will introduce coupling e¤ect to other channels, however, the corresponding
channel in the same plane su¤ers much more coupling e¤ect,which means the coupling
magnitude is larger, than other 2 channels in the other plane.
4.3 Implementation
4.3.1 2-channel continuous-time model predictive control using xPC
target
For the 2 channels system implementation, PCI-6024E, PCI-6025E A/D D/A con-
verters are selected from xPC library to build up communication between xPC target
and real plant.[27] Simulink model is similar with discrete time situation. However the
content of embedded functions is di¤erent. The embedded function code for 2 channels
continuous time model predictive controller and observer can be found from appendix.
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Figure 4.9: The MBC500 step response on horizontal subsystem comprised of channels
x1; x2. The rst row of pictures illustrate the step response on x1; and coupling
e¤ect with zero steady state value on x2:The second row of pictures illustrate the step
response on x2; and coupling e¤ect with zero steady state value on x1:
The picture (4.9) is the step response of 2 channel continuous-time model predictive
control using xPC target. The Laguerre pole is chosen as p = 250, instead of p = 400
to alleviate the fast dynamics Prediction horizons are both set as 10=p = 0:04s and in
the tunning of continuous-time model predictive controller, it has been realized that the
terms of Laguerre functions N = 2 is already enough to be used for control trajectories
description. The observer pole is chosen as [ 750 850 950 1050 1150 1250],the
other poles are obtained with 100 distance between each other to smooth the frequency
response.
4.3.2 4-channel continuous-time model predictive control using xPC
target
Simulink schematics for real facility application is much similar to 4 channels discrete-
time model predictive control implementation. By xPC target toolbox, the signals are
sent directly to real plant by D/A converters from xPC library, and fed back to xPC
from A/D converters In the xPC target, the A/D D/A conveters are all from National
Instruments. For the two channels in horizontal plane x1; x2, PCI-6024E A/D D/A
conveters are used for signal conversion between digital and analog; while, for the two
channels in vertical plane y1; y2, PCI-6025E A/D D/A converters are used for signal
conversion.
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Figure 4.10: The step response on channel x1 with inputs on the other channels
maintained as zero.
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Figure 4.11: The step response on channel x2 with inputs on the other channels
maintained as zero.
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Figures (4.10,4.11) are for the step responses in horizontal plane, the coupling e¤ect
indeed exists, with a steady state value of zero. Compared with the step response of
discrete-time model predictive control, the continuous-time model predictive control
can be tuned to perform nicely without overshooting, however need a little bit longer
time to reach to the steady state.
Figure 4.12: The step response on channel y1 with inputs on the other channels main-
tained as zero.
Figures (4.12, 4.13) are for the step responses in vertical plane comprised of channel
y1; y2. The system noise on channel y1 is a little bit more evident than on other chan-
nels. While, the step response on y2 has a little bit overshooting but noise magnitude
reduction. Because the 4 channels has internal connection with the same observer de-
sign, the result above has already made a trade-o¤among these 4 channels to guarantee
a satisfactory performance simultaneously.
In the application of real facility, if the dynamics of Laguerre approximation is
chosen too fast, the system becomes more di¢ cult to stabilize,other than the p = 400
in 4 channel simulation, the Laguerre pole here is chosen as p = 250;Prediction horizons
set as 10=p = 0:025s and actually, the complexity of control signals does not require
too much exibility, so that, the term of Laguerre functions used for approximation
is set as N = 2. After manually careful tunning, the observer pole is chosen as
[ 600  640  680  720  760  800  840  880  920  960  1000  1040]
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Figure 4.13: The step response on channel y2 with inputs on the other channels main-
tained as zero.
In Figure.4.14, the staircase responses for each respective channel have been plot-
ted together to illustrate the close-loop performance of 4 channels continuous-time
model predictive control. One challenging stu¤ in 4 channel simultaneous control is
to deal with the initial condition of rotor. As we know, before engagement with dig-
ital control, the rotor was stuck in some way with unknown initial state. From the
initial step of simultaneous injection of 4 channels control variable, there may be two
situations, either the rotor can be either stabilized quickly, or the rotor turns to be
more aggressive,which is not the fault of control design itself. The gure illustrates
the successful start-up of magnetic bearing system, and then, continuous-time model
predictive control can perform satisfactorily. Another challenging work is to design the
observer poles. From the discussion of tunning parameters, we know the pole assigned
to observer should be more negative to the plant dominant negative pole. For the
two subsystem in horizontal plane comprised of channels x1; x2 and vertical plane of
channels comprised of channels y1; y2, the dominant poles are slightly di¤erent, one is
around 250 with the other around 300. Decreasing the observer poles for one plane can
either introduce high frequency noise amplication on the other plane or reduce the
observer estimation convergence speed. Careful tunning and trade-o¤ were engaged
with 4 channels simultaneous control. In general, from the gures, except for the
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Figure 4.14: The staircase response on channel x1; x2; y1; y2, which is done respectively,
and ploted together for comparison
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initial vigorous response due to unknown initial state, the 4 channel continuous-time
model predictive pursue its objective very well in staircase response.
4.4 Code for continuous-time MPC
This section will include Matlab codes and Simulink embedded function codes for
continuous-time MPC.
4.4.1 Matlab code



























[m1,n1]=size(Cp); %m1-number of outputs
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[mb1,nb1]=size(Bp); %nb1-number of inputs












p=[p1 p2 p3 p4];N=[N1 N2 N3 N4];Tp=[Tp1 Tp2 Tp3 Tp4];













% choose poles of the observer
Po=[-300 -315 -330 -345 -360 -375 -390 -405 -420 -435 -450 -465];
% Po=[-1300 -1315 -1330 -1345 -1360 -1375 -1390 -1405 -1420 -1435 -1450 -1465];
Po=2.5*Po;
%calculate observer gain using pole placement
J=place(A_e,C_e,Po);























%dimension of the extended state space
n=n1+m1;
%%%%%%extended state space model
tau_del=0.01/max(p);
%tau_del=0.0002;
Tpm=max(Tp); %maximum of the prediction horizon
tau=0:tau_del:Tpm;
Np=length(tau);
N_pa=sum(N); %the total number of parameters in the Laguerre model
Inf=zeros(N_pa,N_pa); %see the cost function
Cinf=zeros(N_pa,n); %see the cost function above
Setwei=zeros(N_pa,m1); %see the cost function above
%Start iteration here (point A)
for i=1:Np;
Eae=expm(A_e*tau(i));
%%%%%%%%%%%%calculate input number 1
kk=1;


















%extend the data matrix for multi-input case (point B)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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Inf=Inf+phi*phi;
Cinf=Cinf+phi*C_e*Eae;
%assume constant setpoint within the prediction horizon;
Setwei=Setwei+phi;
end





4.4.2 Simulink embedded function code
Embedded function code for continuous-time model predictive controller block:






% udot=[L0(1,:) zeros(1,2);zeros(1,2) L0(2,:)]*[eta(1:2,1);eta(3:4,1)];
udot=[L0(1,:) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) L0(2,:) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) L0(3,:) zeros(1,4);





Embedded function code for continuous-time model predictive controller block:











This Chapter will apply nonparametric model identication method to obtain the
extended system model including both magnetic bearing plant and local model pre-
dictive controller. This nonparametric method is essentially formulated in frequency
domain by using frequency sampling lter. From previous chapters, we know that the
magnetic bearing system is an open loop unstable system. For unstable system, direct
application of nonparametric model is impossible. In this chapter, magnetic bearing
system is stabilized by using a local continuous-time model predictive controller. And,
frequency domain nonparametric identication method is applied in a closed-loop op-
eration. Relay experiments are used to obtain identication data sets. This chapter
also includes issues about nonparametric model to parametric model conversion using
Laguerre polynomials tting, and model order reduction according to hankel singular
values.
5.1 FSF with spectral analysis
5.1.1 Linear Transform
The discrete linear transform is a mapping fxng ! fXkg[1] from original domain (time




ak;nxn; k 2 [0; N2   1]
or, in the matrix form,
X = Ax
73
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where X stands for the new domain, and x stands for the data from original domain,




a0;0 a0;1 ::: a0;N1 1





aN2 1;0 aN2 1;1 ::: aN2 1;N1 1
377775
If, N1 = N2, the core matrix A is a square matrix. If core matrix is nonsingular,
the transform is reversible. The output sequence X of the transformation is called
discrete spectrum in this thesis. Linear transform requires that there should be not
time variant unit in the transform core matrix. Actually, DFT is the most powerful one
within the many transform methods, such as Hadamard transform, Walsh transform,
Haar transform, other wavelet transforms and so on.
Generally as far as the transform is reversible, the information before transform
and after transform are equivalent without loss. From this perspective, the concept
of frequency sampling lter helps us to transform the information from time series,
without loss of information, into frequency domain. Whether to apply this transform
to get FSF, or stick to original time domain FIR, depends on how much advantage
FSF can overweight FIR.
5.1.2 DFT





N    !0;(N 1)N
!1;0N !
1;1














From the vandermonde matrix above, the number of columns is equal to the
amounts of data in discrete time domain, while the number of rows is equal to the
Fourier coe¢ cients after transformation. Actually, the essence of DFT is a linear map-
ping using vandermonde matrix to map the discrete time domain data to frequency
domain.
FSF is built up from the solid foundation of DFT. DFT has been widely accepted
after so many years evolution. The most famous spectral analysis also comes from
DFT, which maps time series to elementary harmonic components.
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The kernel idea of FSF is similar with signal data compression in communication
and image processing[1]. Time domain data, in most situation, are correlated and
di¢ cult to distinguish information content directly. The time domain data will be
almost uncorrelated after transform, and only concentrate on part of the frequency
domain, which will be easier to process.
5.1.3 Periodogram analysis
Periodogram is an estimator based on N time domain data points. However, variance
of periodogram is increasing with longer time series involved. People tend to nd
measure to make this periodogram more reliable. Barttlet [8] suggested that, for
the same time series, periodogram should be obtained from di¤erent pieces of data,
then average them, which is used to be called as directmethod. Daniell[9] pointed
out that, each periodogram value is uncorrelated with the others, so he proposed to
apply smoothing lter over the coarse periodogram to smooth all data points without
increasing variance.
Spectral estimator using periodogram use to be very computationally consum-
ing. System has to compute N N matrix for the computation of corresponding
frequency domain Fourier coe¢ cients. However, as more powerful fast Fourier trans-
form algorithms are developed, and more powerful computer processors are used, the
computation is no longer a big issue now.
Given N observations X1; X2; :::; XN , the function IN (!) is called periodogram,
and is dened for all ! within the range    !   as

























Although the periodogram is dene continuously for    !  ; in the real applica-




N ; ::: So that, it can
be evaluated as
Ip = IN (!p); !p = 2p=N; p = 0; 1; :::; N=2
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5.1.4 Errors in spectral estimations
Windowing error
The windowing error [67] is caused by observation window of time domain data. All
time series data collected can be regarded as the data multiplied with a observation
widow with a unit weighting. Assume we have time domain data x(t), the actual data
awaiting for transformation is x(t)l(t), where l(t) is the time window as[10]
l(t) = 1; 0 < t < T
l(t) = 0; elsewhere
where T indicates the total length of time domain observed data. And the esti-
mated spectrum
S^xx(!) = Sxx(!)  L2(!)
where, L(!) is the Fourier transform of the time domain observation window. As
we know, for the unit weighting window in time domain, its corresponding frequency
domain transform L(!) is much similar to an impulse function, with a sharp main
lobe and, however, surrouding ripples, which are unexpected side lobes. So, we can
interpreted the above estimator S^xx for the real spectrum is biased by the existing side
lobes.
Variance error
To reduce the high variance by breaking down the whole time domain data into pieces
and calculate the periodogram of each respective piece with averaging, the variance of






Hence, more pieces of data are involved, more reduction in periodogram estimator
variance will be pursued.
5.1.5 Concepts of FSF
Frequency sampling lter is quite similar with periodogram analysis. Frequency sam-
pling lter interpolates a frequency response through a set of frequency samples, which
are specic values from the lters frequency response.
Assume the process is stable, time invariant and linear, it can be represented as
the following Finite Impulse Response (FIR) transfer model:






Where N is the model order chosen to describe the process, so that if i  N , hi  0,
and z 1 is the backward shift operator. The model order N is chosen according to the
settling time and sampling interval of the process as N = Tst ,where Ts is the settling
time and t is the sampling interval. The FIR model is widely used in industry
because its an unbiased estimation of the process.














This equation discloses the relationship between time domain FIR model coef-
cients hi,i = 0; 1; :::N   1 and frequency domain FSF model coe¢ cients G(ej 2lN ),
l = 0;1;2; :::;N 12 .
In order to process data directly in time domain, the FSF model is formed up
















Where the indicator i and l are independent, so we can interchange the summation,









































1  ej 2lN z 1
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1  ej 2lN z 1
for l = 0;1;2; :::;N 12 ; as the sampling frequency lter, and the central fre-
quency of the lth lter, H l(z) is 2lN radians.
Figure 5.1: The structure of Frequency Sampling Filter
Figure.5.1 is the structure of the Frequency Sampling Filter. the rst row stands
for the lters with di¤erent central frequency. The second row contains the coe¢ cients
for each lter, respectively. u(k) is the discrete time process input signal, (k) is the
measurement noise, y(k) is the discrete time process output signal. It is shown that,
the input signal u(k) rst passes through di¤erent frequency sampling lter, and then
weighted by di¤erent discrete-time frequency response evaluated at di¤erent central
frequency. Then the results are summed up plus disturbance to form the output signal
y(k).
Figure.5.2 illustrates the frequency response of the frequency sampling lter. As
we can see, frequency sampling lter is good at frequency selection with low side lobe
leakage.
model order reduction
One powerful usage of FSF is the model order reduction in frequency domain. Ac-
cording to [?], there exists an odd integer n such that for all l that n 12 < jlj < N 12 ,
the magnitudes of FSF model parameters, jG(ej 2lN )j, are approximately equal to zero.
And, n is independent of the choice of sampling interval.
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Figure 5.2: The frequency response of each singal frequency lter.












1  ej 2lN z 1
5.1.6 Input excitation signal design
For a linear system, if one single frequency sinusoidal signal is injected into the system,
the output will also be a sinusoidal signal at the same frequency, with di¤erent am-
plitude and phase shift. Hence, single frequency injection is very powerful to disclose
the system feature at the respective frequency. However, for general linear system
identication, in order to fully reveal the internal dynamics of system, the informa-
tion corresponding to a respective bandwidth of frequency is required, which demands
a more powerful design of input signal excitation. Although white noise have the
equally distributed spectra, it is not the most expecting excitation signal in the real
eld. Theoretically, white noise cover the whole spectrum including the DC value,
where requires the observation time T ! 1. However, in real eld, the observation
time is usually constrained within a specic duration, so DC spectra is very di¢ cult
to obtain.
Impulse response methods Impulse response methods for nonparametric sys-
tem identication can date back to the most notably seismic exploration and speech
processing [11] [12]. There are also impressive applications of impulse response meth-
ods in control engineering[13]. Recently, the use of impulse response methods has
declined.
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Frequency response methods The frequency domain identication has the similar
history like the time domain methods. Frequency response estimation was initially
proposed as sinusoidal transfer function analysis[15]. A sequence of sinusoidal signals
with di¤erent frequencies are injected into the linear system, with excited outputs in
di¤erent frequencies recorded. The output data can reveal the gain and phase shift
for each respective frequency. After taking the whole procedure of identication, the
whole frequency response with gain and phase shift can be described. However, the
most signicant drawback of this is its cumbersome, taking too much time to pursue
one identication process.
Relay feedback structure
A relay feedback is a close-loop control which keeps the process close to the set point
so that the process operates in a linear region. And frequency response can be ob-
served with interests.[17] In the essence, relay feedback methods is a kind of frequency
response methods. In industry, originally, the frequency response methods began with
sinusoidal transfer function analysis[16]
Many processes when placed under relay feedback control, will start oscillations
at the frequency. The oscillating frequency can be determined by ,according to the
Nyquist plot, the intersection of Nyquist curve and negative real axis. If hysteresis is
added, the frequency will be shifted a little bit.
The relay oscillation was rst investigated by Ziegler-Nichols for tunning PID, and
it was assumed that PID parameters can be determined from the knowledge of one
point on Nyquist Curve. And this point is the intersection point between Nyquist
curve and negative real axis.
Figure 5.3: The illustration diagram of relay structure proposed calling for PI tunning
In [19], the general point for building up relay feedback structure is to make sure the
close-loop include relay element. Gp(s) stands for the plant to be identied. According
to this, the corresponding Nyquist plot is as follow
If only gain unit is included, the Nyquist response is on the negative axis. The
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Figure 5.4: Phase shift illustration of PID tunning relay structure
integrator 1s =
1
j! =  j 1! will shift the Nyquist response 90o back to the negative
imaginary axis. If both gain and integrator are included, the corresponding Nyquist
response will uctuate between these two terminal points.
\G(j!) =   + arctan(Ki=(!Kp))
when increasing Ki; more emphasis will be put on integrator, the frequency re-
sponse will approach to negative imaginary axis. If people increase Kp; more empha-
sis will be stressed on gain routine, the frequency response will approach to negative
real axis. However, there is no sound proof for the switching patterns of this relay
structure.
One novel structure of relay feedback is applied as in gure.[18] This structure is
simplied but more powerful, using a switch in the front end to decide di¤erent routines
for signals. Di¤erent phase shift is applied to generate excitation signal u. Normally
distributed switching is chosen in this thesis to apply suitable switching pattern to the
switch behind feedback error.
Figure 5.5: The relay structure used in this thesis
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Simulation results for relay structure
The relay feedback structure was rst tested with Simulink for tunning for the real
plant . The novel relay structure[18] has been applied to the eld. Related Simulink
model is shown in gure.5.6:
The trajectory outside relay feedback is set as constant zero to avoid corruption
to the relay oscillation. A switch block selected from simulink library is located.
A normally distributed random signal source is used as switching pattern signal to
guarantee the same probability to switch either on upper channel or lower channel with
integrator. In order to reduce the changing rate of this random sequence ,downsample
block is located immediately after switching pattern signal. Several scopes are placed
to observe signals with interest.
Relay block is essentially a nonlinear element. According to linear system theory,
the positions for linear elements are commutative, which does not establish for nonlin-
ear element. If relay element is placed infront of switch, the excitation signal generated
will be di¤erent from the situation when relay element is placed after switch. The fol-
lowing picture will display the excitation signals generated from di¤erent allocation of
relay blocks.
Related spectrum for above two excitation signals are analyzed by using MATLAB
spectrum toolbox. The spectrum is analyzed by rst derive the covariance of signal
and then perform FFT. Hence, the spectrum obtained will be smoother than the direct
calculation from FFT. The excitation signal generated from novel structure have more
a­ uent spectrum coverage in low frequency zone. However, the excitation spectrum
from the other deployment of relay structure does not guarantee enough coverage in
low frequency.
The relay experiments have been performed with respect to each channel. For
example, in order to pursue the relay feedback experiment on channel x1; close-loop
relay structure will be connected to set_point1. The same experiments can be done
with the other channels. Each time relay input and feedback output connections have
to be relocated .
Simulink implementation of relay structure in identication
For relay identication, the model predictive controller and magnetic bearing plant
remain no change. Close-loop feedback is required for relay structure. The same A/D
D/A converters are used to build up connections between target and magnetic beaing
plant.
Figure.5.9 to Figure. 5.12 are the data sets collected for identication.
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Figure 5.6: Relay structure for simulation.
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Figure 5.7: Two di¤erent relay excitation sequence. The upper one is from novel
structure and the lower one is with wrong placement of relay element.
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Figure 5.8: The spectrum of two di¤erent relay feedbacks with nonlinear relay block
either located either behind integrator (upper pic) or infront of integrator (lower pic)
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Figure 5.9: The relay feedback data with respect to excitation of channel x1
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Figure 5.10: The relay feedback data with respect to excitation on channel x2
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Figure 5.11: The relay feedback data with respect to exciation on channel y1
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Figure 5.12: The relay feedback data collected with respect to excitation on channel
y2
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5.1.7 Frequency domain identication using FSF
FSF identication is used to extract the nonparametric frequency domain model from
original data. However, the challenge of using nonparametric method, both time do-
main and frequency domain, is to deal with the unstable plant identication. Once the
stability of plant is guaranteed, nonparametric method can be applied directly. In this
thesis, continuous-time MPC is used to stabilize the plant rst for FSF noparametric
identication.
FSF is used to extract the frequency response with model order reduction to obtain
smooth step responses.
Figure 5.13: The reconstructed step response on channel x1, with coupling response
on the rest channels.
The above reconstructed time domain models can be regarded as FIR models,
which is unbiased . However, such kinds of models are no longer applicable due to
high model order. To reduce the model order, one approach is to t nonparametric
model into parametric model.
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Figure 5.14: The reconstructed step response on channel x2, with coupling response
on the rest channels.
Figure 5.15: The reconstructed step response on channel y1, and coupling responses
on the rest channels.
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Figure 5.16: The reconstructed step response on channel y2, with coupling responses
on the rest channels.
5.2 Nonparametric model tting to parametric model








G11(s) G12(s) G13(s) G14(s)
G21(s) G22(s) G23(s) G24(s)
G31(s) G32(s) G33(s) G34(s)








where, on the diagonal of the transfer function matrix, G11(s); G22(s); G33(s); G44(s)
are the main transfer functions, while the other transfer functions are all coupling
transfer functions. Laguerre polynomials are used to transform functions Gij(s) into
the ARMA form.
5.2.1 Laguerre polynomial tting
Step response model is actually time domain nonparametric model, which has no
bias in estimation. However, nonparametric model is not easily applicable. Further
issue about tting nonparametric model to parametric model will be discussed in this
section. Least square method is no longer available for identication of coe¢ cients in
parametric model.
Interpolation method by using Laguerre polynomial is applied into this step re-
sponse estimation. In chapter 2 and chapter 3, Laguerre orthogonal polynomials have
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been used to approximate the control trajectory, which is essentially an interpolation
approach. The same principle is engaged in this chapter, but to approximate step
response,instead of control trajectory.
Application of continuous time Laguerre polynomial in frequency domain














(c1l1(t) + c2l2(t) +   + cili(t) +    )e stdt
= c1L1(s) + c2L2(s) +   + ciLi(s) +   
where the Laplace Transform of Laguerre functions, also referred as the Laguerre



























Laplace transform of Laguerre functions li(t) has a particularly simple form [25],
where p is positive and called scaling factor. Assume a linear system has a fre-




: approximation can be found as G(s) =
PN
i=1 ciLi(s) , where N is the or-
der of Laguerre polynomials, and ci is the coe¢ cients for each othorgonal term. With
higher system dynamics,N should be larger to capture all information of dynamics.
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Figure. 5.17 is frequency response of Laguerre polynomials. Since most of the gain
from Laguerre orthogonal polynomials are in low frequency zone, Laguerre approxima-
tion is powerful with low dynamic systems. In this thesis, high frequency noise content
of signal is rst ltered out by FSF, then Laguerre approximation is proceeded.
Figure 5.17: Laguerre polynomials frequency response.
Figure.5.18 to Figure.5.21 illustrate tting results using Laguerre polynomials. The
interpolations are pursued not only on dominant responseG11(s); G22(s); G33(s); G44(s);
but also on other relative coupling channels. Estimation error in the form of squared
error is calculated and displayed under each respective response. In order to capture
the whole dynamics, 16th order transfer functions are obtained.
The identied transfer functions are
G11(s) =
 28:56s11   5183s10   3:694e8s9 + 2:152e11s8   6:094e14s7 + 5:783e17s6
s12 + 6430s11 + 1:895e7s10 + 3:384e10s9 + 4:08e13s8 + 3:497e16s7 + 2:186e19s6
:::
 8:325e19s5 + 3:226e23s4 + 8:664e25s3 + 3:711e28s2 + 6:677e30s+ 3:853e32
+1:004e22s5 + 3:362e24s4 + 8:007e26s3 + 1:287e29s2 + 1:254e31s+ 5:598e32
G21(s) =
 27:91s11 + 4:193e4s10   4:875e8s9 + 1:12e11s8   1:121e15s7   4:695e16s6
s12 + 5826s11 + 1:556e7s10 + 2:518e10s9 + 2:751e13s8 + 2:137e16s7 + 1:12e19s6
:::
 5:99e20s5   6:492e22s4   6:287e25s3   2:902e27s2   5:722e29s  8:669e30
+5:037e21s5 + 1:528e24s4 + 3:298e26s3 + 4:804e28s2 + 4:24e30s+ 1:716e32
G31(s) =
1:026s11 + 2:36e4s10   2:365e6s9 + 8:318e10s8   4:774e12s7 + 5:112e16s6
s12 + 4799s11 + 1:055e7s10 + 1:407e10s9 + 1:266e13s8 + 8:098e15s7 + 3:778e18s6
:::
 2:616e18s5 + 4:747e21s4   8:545e23s3   1:212e26s2   1:891e28s  1:857e27
1:295e21s5 + 3:236e23s4 + 5:751e25s3 + 6:9e27s2 + 5:016e29s+ 1:672e31
G41(s) =
9:014s11 + 1:292e4s10 + 7:124e7s9 + 3:561e10s8 + 9:235e13s7 + 2:627e16s6
s12 + 4933s11 + 1:115e7s10 + 1:528e10s9 + 1:413e13s8 + 9:293e15s7 + 4:457e18s6
:::
3:287e19s5 + 7:371e21s4 + 3:195e24s3 + 3:944e26s2 + 3:059e28s+ 8:02e29
1:57e21s5 + 4:034e23s4 + 7:369e25s3 + 9:087e27s2 + 6:791e29s+ 2:326e31
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Figure 5.18: The laguerre polynomials tting, with estimation errors for each channel.
The identied transfer functions are:
G12(s) =
 9:713s11 + 5:639e4s10   2:223e8s9 + 1:514e11s8   5:218e14s7   7:18e14s6
s12 + 5436s11 + 1:354e7s10 + 2:045e10s9 + 2:084e13s8 + 1:51e16s7 + 7:982e18s6
:::
 2:751e20s5   4:407e22s4   2:791e25s3   1:971e27s2   1:233e29s+ 1:447e31
3:099e21s5 + 8:774e23s4 + 1:766e26s3 + 2:4e28s2 + 1:977e30s+ 7:463e31
G22(s) =
 67:22s11   2:925e4s10   4:798e8s9 + 1:033e11s8   4:616e14s7 + 2:055e17s6
s12 + 4904s11 + 1:102e7s10 + 1:502e10s9 + 1:381e13s8 + 9:029e15s7 + 4:305e18s6
:::
 7:636e19s5 + 6:265e22s4 + 5:13e24s3 + 3:325e27s2 + 3:549e29s+ 1:741e31
1:508e21s5 + 3:852e23s4 + 6:996e25s3 + 8:577e27s2 + 6:373e29s+ 2:171e31
G32(s) =
18:76s11 + 4:509e4s10 + 1:599e8s9 + 1:543e11s8 + 2:312e14s7 + 1:156e17s6
s12 + 5225s11 + 1:251e7s10 + 1:816e10s9 + 1:779e13s8 + 1:239e16s7 + 6:296e18s6
:::
8:903e19s5 + 2:471e22s4 + 8:099e24s3 + 1:01e27s2 + 5:42e28s+ 4:244e29
2:35e21s5 + 6:394e23s4 + 1:237e26s3 + 1:616e28s2 + 1:279e30s+ 4:642e31
G42(s) =
16:29s11 + 5:868e4s10 + 1:08e8s9 + 1:878e11s8 + 1:223e14s7 + 1:12e17s6
s12 + 5046s11 + 1:167e7s10 + 1:636e10s9 + 1:547e13s8 + 1:041e16s7 + 5:107e18s6
:::
3:357e19s5 + 1:292e22s4 + 1:382e24s3 + 2:381e26s2 + 6:451e27s+ 4:766e29
1:84e21s5 + 4:837e23s4 + 9:039e25s3 + 1:14e28s2 + 8:717e29s+ 3:054e31
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Figure 5.19: The laguerre polynomials tting with estimation error on each channels.
Figure 5.20: The laguerre polynomial tting with estimation error on each channel.
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The identied transfer functions are
G13(s) =
 9:82s11   1:433e4s10   5:237e7s9   2:769e10s8   3:981e13s7   9:89e15s6+
s12 + 4233s11 + 8:211ee6s10 + 9:654e9s9 + 7:662e12s8 + 4:324e15s7 + 1:779e18s6+
:::
 5:716e18s5   7:547e20s4   2:292e23s3   1:266e25s2   1:064e27s  2:935e28
5:38e20s5 + 1:186e23s4 + 1:859e25s3 + 1:967e27s2 + 1:262e29s+ 3:708e30
G23(s) =
 4:7s11   9359s10   3:238e7s9   2:44e10s8   3:598e13s7   1:303e16s6+
s12 + 4856s11 + 1:081e7s10 + 1:458e10s9 + 1:327e13s8 + 8:593e15s7 + 4:057e18s6+
:::
 1:039e19s5   1:938e21s4   7:784e23s3   7:881e25s2   6:011e27s  3:114e29
1:407e21s5 + 3:558e23s4 + 6:399e25s3 + 7:769e27s2 + 5:716e29s+ 1:927e31
G33(s) =
118:7s11 + 2:013e5s10 + 1:575e9s9 + 1:088e12s8 + 3:327e15s7 + 1:414e18s6+
s12 + 5967s11 + 1:632e7s10 + 2:705e10s9 + 3:026e13s8 + 2:408e16s7 + 1:397e19s6+
:::
1:778e21s5 + 5:131e23s4 + 2:232e26s3 + 3:097e28s2 + 4:626e30s+ 1:542e32
5:935e21s5 + 1:85e24s4 + 4:089e26s3 + 6:099e28s2 + 5:514e30s+ 2:285e32
G43(s) =
 44:86s11   9:366e4s10   2:468e8s9   2:177e11s8   2:08e14s7   9:646e16s6+
s12 + 4360s11 + 8:714e6s10 + 1:055e10s9 + 8:628e12s8 + 5:016e15s7 + 2:126e18s6+
:::
 3:959e19s5   8:288e21s4   1:74e24s3   1:365e26s2   8:292e27s  3:4e29
6:622e20s5 + 1:504e23s4 + 2:429e25s3 + 2:647e27s2 + 1:749e29s+ 5:296e30
Figure 5.21: The laguerre polynomials tting with estimation error on each channel.
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The identied transfer functions are
G14(s) =
 1:319s11   1:236e4s10   1:68e7s9   9:655e10s8   2:485e13s7   1:559e17s6+
s12 + 8448s11 + 3:271e7s10 + 7:675e10s9 + 1:216e14s8 + 1:369e17s7 + 1:125e20s6+
:::
1:554e19s5   6:095e22s4 + 1:734e25s3   1:8e27s2 + 1:077e30s  2:334e31
6:786e22s5 + 2:986e25s4 + 9:342e27s3 + 1:973e30s2 + 2:525e32s+ 1:481e34
G24(s) =
 4:228s11   5837s10   2:307e7s9   1:325e10s8   1:864e13s7   6:085e15s6+
s12 + 3897s11 + 6:926e6s10 + 7:537e9s9 + 5:508e12s8 + 2:862e15s7 + 1:084e18s6
:::
 3:21e18s5   4:979e20s4   1:019e23s3   7:829e24s2   5:723e26s  9:524e27
3:019e20s5 + 6:128e22s4 + 8:845e24s3 + 8:618e26s2 + 5:089e28s+ 1:377e30
G34(s) =
22:51s11 + 1:534e4s10 + 1:437e8s9 + 5:545e9s8 + 1:277e14s7   1:052e16s6+
s12 + 4590s11 + 9:657e6s10 + 1:231e10s9 + 1:06e13s8 + 6:487e15s7 + 2:895e18s6+
:::
2:533e19s5   1:035e20s4 + 1:768e24s3 + 1:058e26s2 + 1:408e28s+ 4:828e29
9:492e20s5 + 2:269e23s4 + 3:858e25s3 + 4:427e27s2 + 3:079e29s+ 9:816e30
G44(s) =
207:7s11 + 3:595e5s10 + 1:055e9s9 + 7:926e11s8 + 8:292e14s7 + 3:488e17s6+
s12 + 3902s11 + 6:979e6s10 + 7:565e9s9 + 5:535e12s8 + 2:88e15s7 + 1:092e18s6+
:::
1:5e20s5 + 3:236e22s4 + 6:19e24s3 + 6:194e26s2 + 4:308e28s+ 1:23e30
3:045e20s5 + 6:189e22s4 + 8:944e24s3 + 8:725e26s2 + 5:159e28s+ 1:398e30
5.2.2 Model order reduction
The transfer function array can be used to describe supervisory system dynamics.
However, the transfer function order is too high to be applied directly. Hence, model
order reduction is included to reduce the transfer function order.
The model order reduction is based on observation of the hankel singular value.
[21][?] [24]. Hankel singular values can be regarded as an indication about the energy
content in the system. To reduce the model order, dominant state energy should be
kept inside system.
In using Matlab robust control toolbox, command "hankelsv" is used to observe
the singular value for each transfer function. Reduced model order is selected ac-
cording to the edge where singular value dramatically reduces. Command "reduce"
is used to calculate reduced order transfer functions. There are some error between
the generated models and original models, which can be categorized as additive error
and multiplicative error. [21] [22]. In most situation, if no specic error creterion is
declared to be used, Matlab will choose additive error as criterion to minimize.
As we can see from the above picture, the energy content of main diagonal remains
dominant. Actually, the subsystem of channels x1; x2 still illustrates, to some extent,
the idependence to subsystems of channels y1; y2;which means the transfer function
array can be simplied in the following approach as
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Figure 5.22: The hankel singular value analysis for 4 by 4 transfer function array.
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266664
G11(s) G12(s) G13(s) G14(s)
G21(s) G22(s) G23(s) G24(s)
G31(s) G32(s) G33(s) G34(s)
G41(s) G42(s) G43(s) G44(s)
377775 =
266664
G11(s) G12(s) 0 0
G21(s) G22(s) 0 0
0 0 G33(s) G34(s)
0 0 G43(s) G44(s)
377775
State space model
Figure.5.22 contains 16 subplots which illustrate the relation between each input and
each output. A 4th order model for each input output sub-transfer function is good
enough to describe the frequency response. Hence, the whole system state space model
is a 4 4 = 16th order model.
Assume the state space model has the form
_Xp(t) = ApXp(t) +Bpu(t) + !(t)
y(t) = CpXp(t) + (t)
Where Xp(t) has the dimension of 16 1. Ap is 16 16; Bp has the dimension of
16 4; while Cp 4 16:
Let Ap = [ A1 A2 A3 ]
A1 =
266666666666666666666666666666666664
 16:2660  80:4076 16:1383 47:0523  118:1129  1:7436  18:6136
89:6456  5:5851  9:9011 8:5530 36:9017  213:2258 50:2086
 17:0061 33:2979  89:5867  7:5462 20:3756 9:3612  199:8015
 34:4908  45:8195  46:3847  109:3704  13:4615  72:5521 185:6322
119:9804  44:4216  35:3638 5:5975  79:3692 104:5209 19:1922
6:0336 203:1622  16:4135 68:3747  120:0704  131:6762 10:5828
20:0587  62:6730 203:9281  177:6976  29:1929 15:3039  142:2630
18:2337  46:8409 24:0732 51:2408  70:0541  116:7516  81:1128
 14:5241  26:1002  91:3082  35:4750 86:3163 43:2648 67:3216
 17:0882 13:6067 137:2857 170:7386 121:5438 14:0164 23:5609
16:0754  29:7018  3:9571 59:7459  89:6243 51:6837 130:4416
 1:0017 22:4338  10:9589  26:0508 9:8442  55:0046  31:3170
2:5153 44:062  55:2123 21:5160  23:7528  184:7600 234:2986
 4:7199 26:4994  23:3260  3:1681  2:4481  98:3915 63:9357
 16:2525  0:9363  34:2024  37:9494 51:4636 99:4362 42:9280
9:7063  24:3362 21:7803  42:8228  32:3950 6:2476  153:2434
377777777777777777777777777777777775
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A2 =
266666666666666666666666666666666664
6:1129  9:7780  2:6948 24:6748  11:7815  10:6465 2:8565
57:9769 38:2949 4:4963 9:4486  10:8690 43:7523 27:4817
 19:6702 90:8285  139:8411  33:6973 21:9205  22:4422  3:2996
 48:2832 30:6330  168:0965  26:6701 20:5050 61:3566 23:0008
44:1356  86:5244  118:4363 111:5146  32:7609  13:5599 6:4281
174:9181 55:3939 3:4123  45:1326 22:5653 182:4658 102:0980
95:1427 22:7191  15:3318  112:5157 26:5664  237:2617  62:5971
 29:9235  328:6103  111:2695 48:2502 5:2812  26:7224  44:9978
334:5385  57:9021  37:4136 173:3848  70:6252  18:1797  17:6616
84:0019 73:7555  150:5884 64:2400  19:6779  34:3933  0:4992
 102:6588  119:3083  54:2399  81:8887 107:2403 134:9878  78:6848
19:6618 57:8286 46:5085  45:2550  16:3717 102:4868 102:7289
19:5072 5:0770 64:6261  155:4326  115:2526  111:0797  36:2957
42:3586 7:9225 23:5889 81:8357  111:3725  55:4764  26:2532
18:1148  118:4548  4:0352 62:1557 35:5903  12:8693  158:7898
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Bp =
266666666666666666666666666666666664
 3:2257  4:2283 0:4798  0:8972
6:4311  1:2232  7:0137 2:3325
2:2157  3:4179 7:4310 6:5513
 3:5337  0:2793  3:7578 10:5749
4:3262 7:4169 1:5318 2:5513
 4:5793 5:5448 5:8856  1:1052
 3:2457 4:1991  7:6248 1:4951
3:1962 1:9619  0:5794  0:9822
0:9481  4:6781 0:8489 1:9374
 0:8885  1:6422  1:5031  7:6811
4:9343 1:0024 1:0650  1:0975
 1:8713 0:6686 0:5932 0:8642
0:1446 0:7153 5:5270  0:0690
 1:2241 0:2045 2:2537 0:3087
 0:5945  3:5522  0:1762 1:5820




 4:1771  3:0089 1:6428  0:3438
0:6507  6:8045  6:8276 2:0365
3:7266  1:4706 6:1845 7:7738
 1:0116 4:4319  4:9502 9:6615
 8:1480  2:1667 2:6425 2:0763
2:1379  6:3861  6:0072 2:4772
3:6570  4:5154 7:3984  0:1985
0:1166 3:7213 1:0438 0:6429
 4:1406 2:0294 0:1223  2:4453
 2:1180 1:0785 1:8655 7:4576
5:1021 1:0816  0:0918  0:6935
 1:8842  0:9512  0:1344  0:7581
0:1203  0:1376 5:3642  1:5089
0:4604 1:2293 2:0251  0:9437
0:1515  3:6203  1:3595  0:7266





In the previous chapter, closed-loop model of magnetic bearing system platform com-
bined with local unconstrained model predictive controller has been identied. Since
the magnetic bearing system is an open loop unstable system, after the application of
internal loop model predictive controller, we have already obtained a stable extended
object for supervisory controller. The concept of "supervisory controller" means this
control strategy is on higher level and more powerful than local controller. In this
chapter, the outer loop supervisory model predictive controller is able to operate at
a much slower dynamic than internal local model predictive controller. Quadratic
programming has been applied directly to the supervisory model predictive controller
to deal with constrained situation. This chapter covers both unconstrained supervi-
sory model predictive controller design, and constrained supervisory model predictive
controller design.
For continuous time model predictive controller, the identied model used is also
in the form of continuous time state space equation. Outer loop supervisory con-
troller sampling interval can be adjusted directly without discretizing model each time.
Hence, the burden of continuous time supervisory control design is less than discrete
time supervisory control design.
6.1 Unconstrained Supervisory CMPC
6.1.1 algorithm
The algorithm of supervisory CMPC can refer to the algorithm of CMPC in chapter3.
Basic logic of supervisory CMPC is only to substitute a new system model obtained
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from FSF, converted in the form of state space to be used in prediction as
_Xm(t) = AmXm(t) +Bmu(t) + !(t)
y(t) = CmXm(t) + (t)
Where Am; Bm; Cm are now the stable model matrices obtained from the identi-
cation in this chapter. The following prediction and solution of cost function are
exactly the same with content in chapter3.
6.1.2 Simulink model
Figure.6.1 illustrates the Simulink model for Supervisory CMPC. Compared with the
CMPC simulink model from chapter3, two stage of continuous time model predic-
tive controllers have been applied. The rst stage is supervisory model predictive
controller. Rate transitions are applied to maintain a lower sampling intervals. The
second stage is local model predictive controller, with sampling interval of 0:2ms. Lo-
cal model predictive controller has been made as a subsystem as in gure. 6.2 In this
thesis, supervisory model predictive controller can also be called as outer loop con-
troller, which distinguishes it from the internal loop model predictive controller used
to stabilize the active magnetic bearing system.
Figure.6.2 6.3 illustrate the building up of internal stabilizing CMPC running at
sampling interval of 0:2ms, and supervisory predictive control unit with adjustable
sampling interval. Related embedded function code can be found from appendix of
this chapter
6.1.3 Controller design
For the design of continuous time model predictive controller, there are several tunning
parameters, such as Laguerre pole p; prediction time steps Tp; Laguerre terms used in
control trajectories approximation N . And weighing matrices Q and R of cost function
J =
R Tp




following content will cover discussion of these tunning parameters and inuence to
control performance by simulation.
Parameter N describe how many terms of Laguerre orthogonal polynomials en-
gaged with the control trajectory approximation. The more terms used, the more
exible it is to describe highly dynamic control signals. There is always a lower bound
of the amount of terms required, in the following simulation, we use 4 terms of Laguerre
polynomials, which are already good enough to approximate control signal.
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Figure 6.1: Simulink model of supervisory cmpc for simulation.
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Figure 6.2: Subsystem for internal stabilizing cmpc
Prediction Tp: In [57], Tp has the relation with Laguerre polynomials pole as 10=p,
which is used in this chapter to dene the continuous time forward prediction length.
Weighting matrices Q and R : These two matrices describe the relative importance
between output error and increments of control variables. For the aim of obtaining
better trajectory following, we are tending to erase the output error as much as pos-
sible. So, we have to increase more weighting on Q, while less on R. In this chapter,
Q = I;R = 0:001. However, since the weighing on increments is relatively too small,
the sacrice here is to tolerate a larger increments of control variable.
Laguerre pole p: Laguerre polynomials pole is actually the pole with respect to its
frequency response, when people increase this pole, Laguerre polynomials will increase
a bit, not too much ability to approximate fast-changing signals. Obviously, in the
design of supervisory cMPC, the inner loop cMPC is using faster dynamic Laguerre
polynomials than that of outer loop cMPC. Later content will discuss the inuence of
Laguerre pole with di¤erent sampling intervals with simulation results.
Inuence of the outer loop sampling time
The sampling interval of outer loop is not a denitely xed value. Let us presume the
sampling interval of internal MPC is h = 0:2ms; Experiments have been done with
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Figure 6.3: System for supervisory predictive controller.
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sampling intervals varying from 5h to 20h. The outer loop sampling interval has close
relationship to the poles of Laguerre polynomials. The following simulation results will
reveal the essence about this. Simulation on channel x1 will be taken for illustration.
For outer loop sampling interval as 5h, Laguerre polynomialspole is chosen as -75.
Then we obtain the system response by putting a square wave as reference trajectory
into channel x1:
Figure 6.4: Simulation results on channel x1 with laguerre pole position  75; and
outer loop sampling interval 5h(1ms):
When outer loop sampling interval is increased from 5h to larger interval, the fast
dynamic of orthogonal approximation will introduce highly vibration on trajectory
following. Take the same channel x1 as instance, when outer loop sampling interval is
increased to 15h; with the same Laguerre pole, simulation is illustrated in gure.6.5
After nely tunning, outer loop sampling interval can be increased to 20h, which
is roughly 4ms; much larger than the internal loop sampling interval 0:2ms: Since
the outer loop sampling interval increased, its dynamics is also reduced. To capture
the control trajectories in low dynamics, Laguerre polynomials poles should also be
shifted more towards zero on negative axis. Hence, trajectory following tends to be
more sluggish. Figure. 6.6 illustrates the simulation results with Laguerre pole as 5
on channel x1.
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Figure 6.5: Simulation results with laguerre polynomial -75 and sampling interval
increased to 15h(3ms):
Figure 6.6: Simulation with laguerre polynomial pole at -5, and outer loop sampling
interval increased to 20h(4ms)
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Figure 6.7: The simulink model built up for realtime workshop code generation.
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6.1.4 Implementation
The implementation model 6.7is tuned for real time workshop for code generation.
Real plant subsystem block contains A/D D/A converters excalty the same as in
chapter3. Figure.6.8 to gure.6.11 illustrate the square wave response tests on each
channel.
Figure 6.8: The square wave response on channel x1; with coupling responses on the
other channels.
6.2 Constrained Supervisory CMPC
The ability to deal with the constraints is relying on the quadratic programming
when solving the cost function using least square methods. This section will contain
algorithm, simulation and real plant data under constrained situation.
6.2.1 Algorithm
The quadratic programming method follows [28]. For velocity form constrained model
predictive controller, the constraints can be categorized as: constraints on increments
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Figure 6.9: The square wave response on channel x2; with coupling responses on the
other channels.
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Figure 6.10: The square wave response on channel y1; with coupling responses on the
other channels.
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Figure 6.11: The square wave response on channel y2; with coupling responses on the
other channels.
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of control variable, constraints on amplitude of control variable and constraints on
output. Because the constraints on output has connection with internal state, which,
for 2 stages model predictive controller, is very di¢ cult to derive, so, the output
constraint is not included in this thesis.
In [26], for the constraints on increments of control variable _u(t); we can assume
an upper bound _uhigh(t) and lower bound _ulow(t): Then the constraints equations can
be written in the vector form as, assuming the system has r control inputs
_ulow(t+  i) 
266664
L1( i)




0 0 ::: Lr( i)
T
377775   _uhigh(t+  i)
where  i denote the future time length that we want to impose constraints on.
For the constraints on amplitudes of control variable u(t); we can assume upper
bound uhigh(t) and lower bound ulow(t): Since the relation between amplitudes and
increments is u(t) =
R t















377775 +u(ti t)  uhigh(t+ i)
6.2.2 Simulink model
The simulink model for constrained supervisory control is similar with 6.1. However,
there is some di¤erence with the constrained supervisory unit. A delay unit has been
applied into the model, which is used to obtain the previous control output and feed
it back to constrained controller to judge the violation of control output amplitude
constraints for further processing with quadratic programming.
6.2.3 Controller design
As the same with unconstrained supervisory cMPC, in the design procedure of con-
strained supervisory cMPC, we also need to think about Laguerre pole p; prediction
time steps Tp; Laguerre terms used in control trajectories approximation N . And
weighing matrices Q and R of cost function. However, these above parameters can be
kept the same with those of unconstrained supervisory cMPC. Additionally, related
constraints should be declared in the quadratic programming. For the application in
this thesis, there are basically four types of constraints: maximum of increments of
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Figure 6.12: The constrained supervisory unit.
control variables, minimum of increments of control variable, maximum of amplitude
of control variables, minimum of amplitude of control variables.
The following simulations will illustrate the constraints on both increments and
amplitude of control signals, and corresponding simulated outputs of system. To save
space, we will only print out simulations with respect to channels x1:
In simulation of gure.6.13, a much larger constraints to avoid any violations for
both increments of control variables and amplitude of control variables.
Figure.6.14 shows the constraints on amplitude for square wave trajectory follow-
ing. Even though the output is still a square wave, but its amplitude has been reduced.
And, the increments of control variables tend to be more aggressive in changing.
Figure.6.15 is the simulation results when constraints of increments of control vari-
ables activated. Square wave following has a little bit deformation. This may be due
to that, when increments are constrained, control signal need more time to climb up
to a specic value, so the response can be a little bit sluggish.
Necessity of the outer loop sampling time reduction
As discussion in the unconstrained supervisory cMPC, we investigate a range of sam-
pling interval of internal loop. Partially because we want to understand better about
this inuence. And another really important reason is the computation power con-
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Figure 6.13: Simulation without constraints violation.
Figure 6.14: Constrained simulation with amplitude constraints between -0.5 and 0.5
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Figure 6.15: Constrained simulation with constraints on increments of control variables
between -2.5 and +2.5
sumption in constrained supervisory model predictive controller. For xPC target, there
is a concept of CPU overload, which is used as a exception thrown by the xPC target
to issue the warning of CPU computation power shortage.
When the model has too short sampling interval, a CPU overload can occur. This
can be resolved by input a comparatively larger sampling interval.
In this thesis, the internal loop sampling time can not be changed, otherwise the
dynamic of internal controller can not deal with the dynamics of unstable magnetic
bearing system. The supervisory design gives us one more degree of freedom by ad-
justing the outer loop sampling interval. 5h sampling interval still has heavy burden
for CPU to process. However, implementation in later stage shows that 20h will be
good enough for both CPU processing ability and system stabilization.
6.2.4 Implementation
The simulink model for real-time workshop code generation is similar with uncon-
strained one. To save up space, the schematics will not be displayed here.
Figure.6.16 to gure.6.23 illustrate experimental data collected from our magnetic
bearing platform. For increments violation, the input square wave amplitude is 0.6.
The scale of amplitude constraints are enlarged to avoid violations, while shrinking the
constraints on increments of control variable to -2 to +2. For amplitude violation, the
scale of increments of control variable are enlarged to avoid violation. While reducing
the constraints on control signal amplitude to 0 to -0.5, to obtain the system response
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dueto the constraints of amplitude.
Figure 6.16: The constrained supervisory cmpc with increment constraints violation.
The response is obtained with setpoint trajectory on channel x1; which has amplitude
of 0.6
The above pictures illustrate the experimental results by applying constraints on
increments of control variable. Now we will investigate the inuence of contraints on
amplitudes of control variables.
The incremental constraints may turn the response curves a little sluggish for
setpoint following. Because the changing rate of control signal is reduced, control
signal has to take longer time pursue a setpoint following. For the constrained control
with violation of control amplitude, the output is clapped at the amplitude of 0.5
instead of input trajecotry amplitude of 0.6.
6.3 Code for supervisory control
Since the code for 4 channel local model predictive controller and observer has been
published in Chapter 7. This Appendix will only contain the embedded function code
for both unconstrained and constrained supervisory continuous time model predictive
controller and observer.
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Figure 6.17: The constrained supervisory cmpc with increment constraints violation.
The response is obtained with setpoint trajectory on channel x2; which has amplitude
of 0.6
Figure 6.18: The constrained supervisory cmpc with increment constraints violation.
The response is obtained with setpoint trajectory on channel y1; which has amplitude
of 0.6
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Figure 6.19: The constrained supervisory cmpc with increment constraints violation.
The response is obtained with setpoint trajectory on channel y2; which has amplitude
of 0.6
Figure 6.20: The constrained supervisory cmpc with amplitude constraints violation.
The response is obtained with setpoint trajectory on channel x1; which has amplitude
of 0.6
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Figure 6.21: The constrained supervisory cmpc with amplitude constraints violation.
The response is obtained with setpoint trajectory on channel x2; which has amplitude
of 0.6
Figure 6.22: The constrained supervisory cmpc with amplitude constraints violation.
The response is obtained with setpoint trajectory on channel y1; which has amplitude
of 0.6
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Figure 6.23: The constrained supervisory cmpc with amplitude constraints violation.




























[m1,n1]=size(Cp); %m1-number of outputs
[mb1,nb1]=size(Bp); %nb1-number of inputs












p=[p1 p2 p3 p4];N=[N1 N2 N3 N4];Tp=[Tp1 Tp2 Tp3 Tp4];













% choose poles of the observer
Po=[-300 -315 -330 -345 -360 -375 -390 -405 -420 -435 -450 -465];
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%calculate observer gain using pole placement
J=place(A_e,C_e,Po);





















[m1,n1]=size(Cp_ext); %m1-number of outputs
[mb1,nb1]=size(Bp_ext); %nb1-number of inputs
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p_ext=[p1_ext p2_ext p3_ext p4_ext];N_ext=[N1_ext N2_ext N3_ext N4_ext];Tp_ext=[Tp1_ext
Tp2_ext Tp3_ext Tp4_ext];













% choose poles of the observer





%calculate observer gain using pole placement
J_ext=place(A_e_ext,C_e_ext,Po_ext);






Simulink embedded function code
The embedded function code for unconstrained supervisory controller is as follow:
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end
eta=phi1_ext*[set_point_1;set_point_2;set_point_3;set_point_4]-phi2_ext*X_hat;
udot=[L0_ext(1,:) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) L0_ext(2,:) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) L0_ext(3,:) zeros(1,4);






The embedded function code for unconstrained supervisory observer is as follow:


































[m1,n1]=size(Cp); %m1-number of outputs
[mb1,nb1]=size(Bp); %nb1-number of inputs












p=[p1 p2 p3 p4];N=[N1 N2 N3 N4];Tp=[Tp1 Tp2 Tp3 Tp4];













% choose poles of the observer
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Po=[-300 -315 -330 -345 -360 -375 -390 -405 -420 -435 -450 -465];
%calculate observer gain using pole placement
J=place(A_e,C_e,Po);





















[m1,n1]=size(Cp_ext); %m1-number of outputs
[mb1,nb1]=size(Bp_ext); %nb1-number of inputs
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p_ext=[p1_ext p2_ext p3_ext p4_ext];N_ext=[N1_ext N2_ext N3_ext N4_ext];Tp_ext=[Tp1_ext
Tp2_ext Tp3_ext Tp4_ext];













% choose poles of the observer





%calculate observer gain using pole placement
J_ext=place(A_e_ext,C_e_ext,Po_ext);

































-L01_ext*0 -L02_ext*0 -L03_ext*0 -L04_ext;];
b_d=[udot1_max;-udot1_min;udot2_max;-udot2_min;
udot3_max;-udot3_min;udot4_max;-udot4_min;];
%(2) constraints on amplitude
A_cons_a=A_cons_d*h_ext;
A_cons=[A_cons_d;A_cons_a];
Simulink embedded function code
The embedded function code for constrained supervisory controller is as follow:




































%%%dimension of b is [8*2,1];
%%%dimension of A_cons is [8*2,4*4];
eta_ext=phi1_ext*[set_point_1;set_point_2;set_point_3;set_point_4]-phi2_ext*X_hat;
kk=0;




udot_ext=[L0_ext(1,:) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) L0_ext(2,:) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) L0_ext(3,:) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) L0_ext(4,:);]*eta_ext;









for km=1:38 % this number of iteration could be reduced
















udot_ext=[L0_ext(1,:) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) L0_ext(2,:) zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4);
zeros(1,4) zeros(1,4) L0_ext(3,:) zeros(1,4);





The embedded function code for constrained supervisory observer is as follow:
function state_o = observer(input_o_c,input_o_p,A_e_ext,B_e_ext,C_e_ext,J_ext,h_ext,ext_ord)
persistent state









The real time system we set up for magnetic bearing is actually a SCADA (Super-
visory Control And Data Acquisition) system. It contains at least three basic parts:
real time component, which is xPC target; application component, which pursue the
measurement and control; and supervisory unit, which in this thesis in the host PC.
7.1 The real time component
The real time system can be categorized into the application component and supervi-
sory component.
7.1.1 The application component
The application component includes related electronics to issue the control commands
to magnetic bearing platform and get the measurement from the platform. In the
application of this thesis, these electronic devices include Analog to Digital Converter
and Digital to Analog Converter. As we may see from previous chapters, there are 4
di¤erent channels of magnetic bearing platform, which are x1; x2; y1; y2. For channels
x1; x2, we issue our control commands and platform feedback measurements by using
National Instruments PCI-6024E Analog output and PCI-6024E Analog input. For
channels y1; y2, we issue our control commands and platform feedback measurement by
using National Instruments PCI-6025E Analog output and PCI-6025E Analog input.
National Instruments PCI-6024E Analog output (D/A) The PCI-6024E Ana-
log output has an output range of -10volts to +10volts. There are some parameter
setting in the simulink block with respect to PCI-6024E Analog output.
Channel vector: The channel vector parameter setting allows customer to select
individual channel x1 or x2 to be used. Because for PCI-6024E Analog output, it
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has only two channels for x1 and x2, people can make selection by entering 1 or 2 to
active any one. Since both channels are engaged for magnetic bearing platform. This
parameter is set as [1,2]
Reset vector:The reset value vector indicate whether PCI-6024E Analog output.
Maintain the old value from last time model termination, or get the value from initial
value vector below, for new running. Vector [1,1] means both channels x1; x2 get values
from initial value vector, Vector [1,0] means channel x1 get value from initial value
vector, while channel x2 maintains old value and vice versa, Vector [0,0] means both
channels x1; x2 have to maintain old values from last model termination. In this thesis,
the reset vector is set as [1,1]
Initial value vector: The initial value vector contains the initial voltage value for
each channels for output. If we put a scalar, it will be the initial values for all channels,
if we put a vector with di¤erent values [a,b], the channel x1 will get initial value a,
while channel x2 will get initial value b. In this thesis, The initial value vector is set
as [0,0] or, simply 0, because the same values are designated.
Sampling time: The same sampling time with our simulink model, enter 0.0002
PCI Slot: If there are two same type of national instruments devices installed into
the PCI slot of xPC target, people should enter the Bus number and PCI slot number
to distinguish them. However, for our platform, all national instrument electronic
devices are di¤erent from each other, people can only enter -1 here, to let the xPC
target locate each device automatically by itself.
Figure 7.1: The parameters settings for xPC block, PCI-6024E Analog output (D/A)
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National Instruments PCI-6024E Analog input (A/D) The PCI-6024E Ana-
log input is used to transform the analog signal received from magnetic bearing plat-
form to digital signal. There are some parameter setting in the simulink block with
respect to PCI-6024E Analog output.
Channel vector: This is used to select which channel to be active, since we have
to use both channels to receive feedback signals from x1; x2; both are active, and the
parameter is set as [1,2], with the same setting of channel vector of PCI-6024E Analog
output (D/A)
Range vector:The range vector must be the same length with channel vector, which
means, for every active channel, we have to designate an input voltage range. For
example, for channel x1; x2 if we want the feedback voltage range of x1 to be within
the scale of -a to +a volts, and x2 in the scale of -b to +b volts, the parameter should
be set as [-a, -b]. In this thesis, in order not to lose the information content, we choose
the maximum rang [-10, -10] for both channels.
Input coupling vector: set as [0,0],Analog input line connected to the positive input
of the PGIA. Analog input ground (AIGND) internally connected to the negative input
of the PGIA.
Sampling time: The same with simulink model sampling time: 0.0002
PCI slot: The same with PCI slot setting to National Instrument PCI-6024E Ana-
log output, since we have only one National Instrument PCI-6024E Analog input on
board, the parameter is set as -1 for auto search by xPC itself.
Figure 7.2: The parameters settings for xPC block, PCI-6024E Analog input (A/D)
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National Instruments PCI-6025E Analog output (D/A) PCI-6025E Analog
output (D/A) is used to issue the control commands to platform through channels
y1; y2. From the xPC block, there are exactly the same parameter settings with Na-
tional Instruments PCI-6024E Analog output (D/A) as follow
Figure 7.3: The parameters settings for xPC block, PCI-6025E Analog output (D/A)
National Instruments PCI-6025E Analog input (A/D) PCI-6025E Analog
input (A/D) is used to issue the control commands to platform through channels y1; y2.
From the xPC block, there are exactly the same parameter settings with National
Instruments PCI-6024E Analog input (A/D) as follow
The supervisory unit
For the xPC target application, the supervisory unit is with respect to our host PC.
Host PC should be installed with matlab, with real time workshop and xPC target
toolbox. For the application in this thesis, we are using MATLAB 2006b, with real
time workshop version 6.5 and xPC target version 3.1.
7.2 The embedded function in real time simulation
As in chapter2 for discrete time model predictive control, and in chapter3 for contin-
uous time model predictive, related real time model with xPC target blocks has been
displayed to illustrate the simulink model building up. As from there, the kernel issue
of this real time model is how to use embedded function to simulate real time model
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Figure 7.4: The parameters settings for xPC block, PCI-6025E Analog input (A/D)
predictive controller and observer, either discrete or continuous. Here comes related
issue about embedded function
What is embedded functions?
The Embedded function of MATLAB is similar to general functions of MATLAB,
however, especially oriented to real time model in simulink. Users can dene local
variables, and call other sub functions from inside the embedded functions. Embedded
MATLAB runtime library functions also connect embedded functions to some general
use MATLAB functions These runtime functions have been explicitly optimized for C
code generating. These C code will t the hardware memory very well.
The advantage of using embedded functions 1, If people tend to build up
function block in simulink, usually they have only two choices: Embedded functions
block and MATLAB Fcn block. Embedded functions block in simulink can have
multi-inputs and multi-outputs, while, MATLAB Fcn block has only one input and
one output, if people tend to apply multi-input to MATLAB Fcn block, they have to
design a vector input mechanism to pump in through the only one input channel.
2, Embedded functions block can identify the properties of input and output sig-
nals,such as size and type, automatically without identify them. Of course, if people
want to deliberately clarify the property of signal, they can specify them in the model
explorer of simulink.
3, Embedded functions can make the model MATLAB independent. As we know,
if people tend to use general MATLAB functions directly, they need to come with
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the MATLAB environment running in the background. However, for other embedded
systems, it is impossible to run MATLAB there to support function calls. Embedded
functions has been optimized for C code generation, once C code is generated, it is
self-excutable to put to any embedded system.
7.2.1 Building up embedded functions for magnetic bearing system
The content in manual about di¤erent features of MATLAB and Simulink are covering
too large extension, for people conducting academic research, we can simply categorize
it into on-line calculation and o¤-line calculation. In our experiments, MATLAB m-
code helps to generate o¤-line gain matrices, because some matrices are xed through-
out the whole operation, which does not need on-line treatment in Simulink. Simulink
model will deal with the on-line control using the o¤-line data generated with on-line
calculation, which rely much on the embedded functions. This part will talk about
how to write an embedded function code, and how to adjust the properties of di¤erent
variables and several points to pay attention to in our Simulink model for magnetic
bearing.
As have been mentioned in chapter2 and chapter3, Simulink model contains only
real time part of the whole model predictive controller,. From the mathematics of
model predictive controller in chapter 2 and chapter 3, we know there are several gain
matrices are denite, which can be calculated o­ ine, before engaging with real time
subroutine. The real time part of MPC contains: online calculation of ;according to
reference trajectories, incremental control variable calculation, and system state online
estimation. In simulink, we use embedded functions to represent the above online be-
havior. There are two embedded function blocks, the rst one have the ability to issue
online calculation of ;according to reference trajectories, incremental control variable
calculation; the second one pursue online estimation of system state. Lets take the
embedded code for 4 channel CMPC controller for example, the declaration of func-
tion in embedded function is quite similar to that of MATLAB function. The function
name will be displayed exactly on the block of embedded function to distinguish. The
outputs variable, "output_c, u_dot", denition has the same form as MATLAB func-
tion. The bracket immediately after function name "CMPC_con" include both real
time inputs and constant variable,which can also be regarded as online part and o¤-line
data, generated by Matlab o­ ine calculation and stored in the workspace. The real
time inputs include "set_point_1, set_point_2, set_point_3, set_point_4, X_hat",
and the constant variables are "phi1, phi2, L0, h", of which, h is the sampling time
and phi1, phi2 are gain matrices, and L0 is the Laguerre polynomial evolution matrix
with specic mathematical forms introduced in chapter2.
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Figure 7.5: The embedded function code for 4 channel CMPC controller, which issue
the incremental variable calculation
Figure 7.6: The port and data manager of embedded function for 4 channel DMPC
controller.
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However, if we simply put the above signals into bracket behind, the embedded
function will take all of them as input time inputs. Hence, we have to designate
di¤erent signal pattern and properties to them. This can be manipulated using "Port
and Data manager", button of which, is displayed as circle in above picture. In
this manager, we have to set the scope parameters for each variable, for constant
matrices"phi1, phi2, L0, h", we set as parameter, which means, embedded function
will directly derive the value of them from workspace. For online-inputs "set_point_1,
set_point_2, set_point_3, set_point_4, X_hat", scope should be input. For outputs
"output_c, u_dot" as output. We can neglect the detailed size of each matrix, and
set size as "-1". Embedded function will automatically check the sizes of them and
adjust online.
Remark: One thing should be paid attention to is that, the variable involved in the
embedded function calculation can not be put directly as output variable. For the above
instance, the variable "con_val" is served as intermediate variable, which get involved
in the online calculation, and then, pass the value to output variable "output_c", which
is legal in the usage of embedded function. Another thing is, since the intermediate
variable "con_val" only exist inside of embedded function, it must be declared using
command "persistent" and initialize it with zero value, as the code immediately fol-
lowing function title. From now on, all the following embedded functions has the same
arrangements as in this remark.
The above picture illustrate the embedded code for 4 channel CMPC observer.
Detailed equations can be found in chapter2 for the observer design. As for the observer
function inputs "input_o_c, input_o_p" are embedded function real time inputs that
will be displayed on the simulink obeserver block. "A_e,B_e,C_e" are three extended
matrices in the velocity form. "J" is the observer gain matrix, which has connection
with observer pole-placement. As to guarantee a faster convergence speed, the poles
of observer should be faster than poles of system matrix "A_e", and "J" is calculated
correspondingly in the workspace and assigned into the embedded function here. "h"
is the same sampling interval.
The following two embedded functions are for 4 channel DMPC controller and
observer. They follow the same rules when writing up, and tunning up with "Port
and Data Manager", and the same function and variable declaration. However, one
thing should be mentioned that, for the continuous time and discrete time, the general
di¤erence is the control variable sum up. For discrete time, we can sump up each
velocity form directly; while, for continuous time, the variables should multiply sam-
pling intervals and then sum up. So, thats the di¤erence when referring to the code
of controller embedded functions between CMPC and DMPC.
Remark: For all matrices inside embedded function, they must be claried with ex-
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Figure 7.7: The embedded function code for 4 channel CMPC observer
Figure 7.8: The embedded function code for 4 channel DMPC controller
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plicit size. The size of each matrix must be obtained before running, because embedded
function need to assign explicit size of memory for each matrix to accelerate the real
time application. Assuming embedded function has to reallocate the size of memory for
each matrix after each sampling interval, the speed will be reduced dramatically, and
the real time workshop is no longer "real time".
For the embedded code for 4 channel DMPC controller above, the size of Laguerre
polynomial matrix must be designated explicitly, which mean, if we change the number
of Laguerre terms from N=4 to other number, the matrix inside of the circle has to
been changed manually, which can not be done automatically by embedded function
itself.
Figure 7.9: The embedded function code for 4 channel DMPC observer.
For the embedded code of 4 channel DMPC observer, it follows all the rules above,
one signicant di¤erence is due to its discrete property, which make the observer equa-
tion di¤erent from its continuous counterpart, by which, we do not have to multiply
sampling interval "h" there.
7.3 Making boot disk
The target boot disk includes the kernel properties setting for communication between
host and target PC. The communications can be categorized into either serial commu-
nication, or, network communication. Before creating the boot disk, we rst need to
set up xPC target environment, which will be mentioned detailedly later, using xPC
explorer. Then, there are two methods to create boot disk.
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The rst one is simple, using in-line command after xPC environment set up.
Type "xpcbootdisk" in MATLAB command window, and the system will remind you
to insert a soft disk to host PC. After that, the writing procedure will start, MATLAB
will copy the boot program into softdisk. In our application, we use CD boot disk,
which is quite easy to obtain: we copy the les generated on softdisk to CD, while,
make the CD disk for DOS system bootable. The CD boot disk will be accomplished
A second method is through xPC explorer. Open the xPC explorer using "xpcex-
plr", from the "target conguration", we will see
Figure 7.10: To create xpc boot disk
After inserting the soft disk, click"create boot disk", the system will generate
bootable le to soft disk. If we tend to make bootable CD disk, we may follow the
procedures above.
7.4 Communication set up between host PC and xPC
target
The communication set up can basically use two categories of connections: RS232 and
TCP/IP. For the application in our thesis, we are using TCP/IP setting up. Detailed
background general knowledge can be found from xPC target manuals, which covers a
pretty wide of topics about communications settings. In this thesis, for the following
content, we only focus on details with respect to our specic magnetic bearing platform.
In this project, we are using TCP/IP connection to communicate between host PC
and xPC target. The following picture illustrates the detailed settings
The communication setting is through xPC explorer. The xPC explorer is a graphi-
cal use interface (GUI), for conguration of the host PC and interaction with the target
PC. This interface can be opened by using Matlab in-line command "xpcexplr".
The xPC explorer interface has the following functionality, which are important
in our application. xPC explorer can be used to change the properties of xPC target
environment. Such as serial communication, or network communication. We are using
network communication by TCP/IP protocol, while RS232 is for serial communication.
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xPC explorer can be used to download a model compiled to the target PC. After
downloading, we can use xPC explorer to run or stop the model and change the
sampling time, which do not require the re-generation of code. xPC explorer can also
be used to record the data and send to workspace for later analysis.
xPC can help with tunning parameters online. With Simulink blocks, such as
gain, signal sources, xPC can change the amplitude or frequency without disrupting
the model running.
7.4.1 setting up xPC target environment
Figure 7.11: The communication settings for xPC target.
The above picture illustrates the setting of xPC target environment. As we can
see. the communication protocol is TCP/IP, which means we are using network cable
to connect host and target PC. Target TCP/IP address can be designated willingly,
this address is chosen by myself, because 192.168.*.* is the default address for network
router, which will be faster for address allocation. Of course, people can choose what-
ever address they are willing to choose. TCP/IP target drive is the type of BIOS of
the mother board on target PC, we are using I82599, a very old type of mother board,
fabricated in1998, old computer. TCP/IP target port is the communication port, we
choose larger one, which will not be used by system itself, 35000. TCP/IP bus is the
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bus line type of target PC, it is PCI bus. LAN subnet mask address is as normal as
local area network mask address of home computer, we put 255.255.255.0. TCP/IP
gateway is also designated by user, here we choose 223.255.255.0. From now on, we
have set up the environment of target PC. We may create the boot disk according to
previous content, and use the boot disk to start up target PC.
Remark: For our xPC target, we made a bootable CD disk, and make change of
the BIOS setting of target PC to let him boot directly from our CD disk.
Figure 7.12: The startup xPC target screen with xPC hardware information displayed.
The above picture is the display one target PC, our settings of parameters are
exactly displayed there.
7.5 Communication settings on host PC
By setting the environment, we give target PC an Ethernet address 192.168.2.5 , and
communication port 35000. In order to make connection between host and target
PCs, we also have to make settings on our host PC. First, please shut down and
disable wireless networks. This is very important! Second, active local area connection,
without changing 1394 connection.
As in the above picture, assign a new IP address which must be in the same band
192.168.2.*, but not on the same address, because we have two di¤erent Ethernet card,
one is in target PC, the other in my laptop, host PC. Subnet mask and gateway are
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Figure 7.13: Host PC TCP/IP set up
the same with target PC. And, please do not ll in a DNS server self-willingly, because
these two PCs, even though we call one host the other target, are actually working in
the same level, without one subordinated to the other. So, please do not ll the IP
address of host PC there as DNS server, which is denitely not working.
7.6 Simulink Model Code generation
We can use Real-time Workshop to generate code to put on another platform, with-
out MATLAB environment, for specic software or hardware application. Real-time
Workshop can be regarded as an extension of Simulink and MATLAB, which can auto-
matically generate and compile code from Simulink model to create real-time software
application.
The procedure of target-specic code generation include the relative settings of
system target le, template makele, and the make command. The rst step is to
choose the type of a specic target using system target le browser, which can be
opened from the Simulink model as "simulation => conguration parameters =>
Real-time workshop => Target selection". Click "Browse", we may see several options
for di¤erent targets.
From the above picture, there are several options for di¤erent types of targets,
we choose "xPC Target". Please do not choose "xPC Target (ERT)", which is xPC
Target embedded real time. The embedded real time targets are for TI, Motorola or
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Figure 7.14: Di¤erent target options from real time workshop
Inneon DSP and micro controllers, which are not our applications.
After specifying the type of target, real time workshop will designate an according
makele as template to compile C code into binary code which is executable. From the
above diagram illustrating the xPC settings for real-time workshop, we can categorize
the whole building process of code generation into two part, both of which have been
circled above.
The rst step is target selection, since we specify the target type, real time work-
shop will generate C code from Simulink model according to this specic target type.
We may also view the generated C code from the Document step to active the HTML
report generation , however, the code will not be readable enough. Till here, every-
thing we have is C code, which is not directly executable, and can not be downloaded
into target PC directly.
The second step is to compile this C code into binary executable le. And, this is
called "build process", which is also circled in the above picture. For the C code we
have now, we need a compiler to compile it, which is called "TLC"target language
compiler. The version of xPC target toolbox we are using now is version 3.1, which can
only be supported by WATCOM C compiler 1.3. This require the host PC installed
with WATCOM C compiler 1.3, which can be downloaded free from Internet. Once
WATCOM C compiler 1.3 is installed. We have to open xPC explorer to conrm it as
Once the above procedures are all done, we can start building process to get the
intermediate C code and nally executable code, and use xPC target explorer to
download the executable code into target PC, after communication built up according
to my earlier content in this chapter.
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Figure 7.15: The conguration panel for real time workshop parameters setting
Figure 7.16: Conrmation of C compiler
Chapter 8
Conclusion
MPC has many advantages. It can handle constraints explicitly, can handle multi-
variable problem in a natural way, and it is essentially a model based design that can
generate prediction of plant future behavior. However, compared with traditional PID
controllers, MPC requires a precise identied plant model to pursue prediction. MPC
controllers are computational consuming, especially when handling input/output con-
straints using quadratic programming. This thesis gives detailed description about
how to set up the magnetic bearing system using xPC target, and how to implement
automatic code to dramatically shorten the development duration.
In chapter3, discrete time model predictive control strategies have been investigated
on magnetic bearing platform.
In chapter4, continuous time model predictive control strategies have been inves-
tigated on magnetic bearing platform. And, after better tunning, the performance of
continuous time model predictive control is as powerful as the discrete one in chapter3.
In chapter5, nonparametric model identication method has been investigated. By
using the relay structure, a series of excitation signal which contains a­ uent spectrum
with respect to the frequency band have been derived. With such excitation signal, sys-
tem model is obtained by using frequency domain identication method, FSF. Then,
interpolation methods with Laguerre orthogonal polynomials transfer nonparametric
FSF model into parametric transfer function model After obtaining the transfer func-
tion array, model order reduction method has been used to reduce the model order,
to make it applicable.
In chapter6, supvisory continuous time model predictive controller has been de-
signed for local continuous time model predictive controller. Both constrained and
unconstrained situations have been covered in the respective controller design.
In chapter7, detailed content about how to set up real time workshop for automatic
code connection, and how to set up communication channel between host and target
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PC are illustrated. This chapter can be regarded as a manual for following researcher
to easily operate the magnetic bearing platform. Related embedded function code are
included for later inspection of following researchers.
For future work, more plants with di¤erent dynamics can be introduced into su-
pervisory control strategy. Each sub-plant has a respective local MPC controller to
optimize performance. Supervisor controller can issue commands to each local MPC
controller to coordinate the whole system performance.
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